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How to make a submission to the NTC 

Who can make a submission? 

Any individual or organisation can make a submission to the NTC.  

How to submit  

To make an online submission please visit the NTC homepage (www.ntc.gov.au) and select „Make a 
submission to the NTC‟ from the News & Publication menu. 

Alternatively, you can mail your comments to:  

Att: Review of the Australian Road Rules and Vehicle Standards Rules  

National Transport Commission 

Level 15/628 Bourke Street, Melbourne VIC 3000. 

Where possible, you should provide evidence, such as data and documentation, to support your 
views. 

Publication of submissions 

Unless submissions clearly request otherwise, all submissions will be published online. Submissions 
that contain defamatory or offensive content will not be published. The Freedom of Information Act 
1982 (Cwlth) applies to the NTC.
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Foreword 

The introduction of a national set of Australian Road Rules in 1999 was a significant milestone in 
Australia‟s transport history. Similarly, the introduction of the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules (also 
in 1999) provided much needed consistency for these rules, which transport authorities use to help 
them determine the „roadworthiness‟ of vehicles already in service. 

Fourteen years later, it is time again to evaluate the effectiveness of these rules and assess whether 
they have met their initial objectives to improve efficiency and safety. This is an important part of the 
NTC‟s role in delivering reforms which make a real difference to the safety, productivity and 
environmental impact of Australia‟s transport system. 

This report is the second stage of an evaluation process that began in 2011 with a Review of the 
Australian Road Rules and Australian Vehicle Standards Rules discussion paper released for public 
consultation. The discussion paper posed a series of questions about how the rules could be 
improved to ensure their continuing effectiveness. It was informed by extensive research including a 
nationwide survey of over 2,000 Australian adults. 

The discussion paper generated interest and feedback from a wide range of stakeholders, and the 
issues raised during this process have been used as the basis for this evaluation report, which makes 
a number of draft recommendations to improve both sets of rules. 

The NTC is seeking feedback from governments, industry and the wider community on these 
recommendations and also further information to be able to make an informed decision on the costs 
and benefits of moving from a model law to an applied law approach. These approaches are 
discussed in detail in the report. 

I would like to thank the NTC‟s Nick Fischer and Neil Wong for their work on this project, as well as all 
the individuals and organisations that made submissions to the 2011 discussion paper and played a 
large role in the development of this review. 

 

Professor Ian Johnston AM 
Deputy Chairman  
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Executive summary 

The NTC is required to periodically review national transport reforms. This report contains the findings 
and draft recommendations of a strategic review of the Australian Road Rules and the Australian 
Vehicle Standards Rules. It is not a review of the content of specific rules, which are also reviewed 
periodically by dedicated maintenance groups. 

The review began with the release of the Review of the Australian Road Rules and Australian Vehicle 
Standards Rules discussion paper, in October 2011. In total, 79 organisations and individuals made 
submissions on the discussion paper. The NTC has used these submissions in developing this report. 

A fundamental purpose of the Australian Road Rules and the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules is to 
improve road safety through nationally uniform rules. The NTC found that the rules have largely 
produced excellent consistency across the nation and that this consistency has contributed to 
improving road safety. However, some different rules are still used in different states and territories. A 
key source of these differences comes from states and territories introducing new or updated national 
rules at different times. The NTC has found that the states and territories can introduce the new or 
updated rules at different times across a 6 year period. Consequently, for example, if a Victorian-
licenced driver is driving in Queensland, they may use a different rule to other Queensland drivers 
and this may result in increased road safety risk.  

The NTC‟s primary draft recommendation in this report to improve road safety is that the Australian 
Road Rules and the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules are made truly nationally uniform. To achieve 
this, the NTC recommends changing from the current model law approach to implementing the 
rules to an applied law approach. 

The difference between these two ways of making law can be simply summarised as follows: model 
law serves as a guide for states and territories to create their own laws; an applied law approach, on 
the other hand, involves one state enacting a law, which the other states and territories then directly 
reference in their own legislation. 

The recommendation to change to an applied law approach is consistent with the original decision of 
transport ministers, in 1999, to implement the Australian Road Rules and the Australian Vehicle 
Standards Rules with applied law. Despite this decision, the states and territories implemented the 
rules by model law and model law became the norm for transport reform for much of the 2000‟s. 
However, two major national transport reforms – heavy vehicles and rail safety – have recently been 
implemented with applied law, demonstrating that an applied law approach can be an effective tool for 
implementing uniform national transport reform. The review concludes that the needs of states and 
territories for some flexibility to address local conditions and trial innovative rules can be achieved 
with an applied law approach. 

The report contains other draft recommendations to improve the processes or outcomes of the rules, 
including: 

 Update the objectives of the Australian Road Rules - the NTC examined the vision and 
broad objectives of the rules and recommends that they include the national transport vision, 
policy objectives and principles as endorsed by Transport Ministers. The NTC also examined 
the specific objectives of the road rules and concludes that they should be updated. 

 The NTC will continue to improve the consultation and engagement processes for 
updating the rules – by more closely consulting with peak industry, automotive and 
community groups when new rule proposals are developed, to make rule revision processes 
more inclusive. 

 The NTC will continue to improve the planning processes for the rule maintenance 
groups – including publicly issuing future work programs as part of its strategic planning 
process. This will help in prioritising, scheduling and resourcing any research that may be 
needed to underpin a rule change. 

 The Transport and Infrastructure Senior Officials Committee should consider and 
implement processes and procedures designed to achieve more coordinated ‘whole of 
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government’ decisions for transport - to ensure that regulation for issues that run across 
multiple levels of governments is better coordinated. A range of transport policies dealing, for 
example, with driver distraction, and with the use of electrically–powered bicycles, motorised 
scooters and wheelchairs require a more coordinated approach to decision making. 

The NTC is now seeking submissions on this draft evaluation report and specifically the draft 
recommendations. The NTC is also seeking further information about the benefits and costs of 
implementing an applied law approach. Submissions are invited until Monday 2 September 2013. 
After responses to the report have been received, the NTC will submit the evaluation report with final 
recommendations to transport ministers. 

Draft Recommendation 1 

The Transport and Infrastructure Senior Officials Committee should consider and implement 
processes and procedures designed to achieve more coordinated „whole of government‟ 
decisions for transport. 

Draft Recommendation 2 

That the Australian Road Rules and the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules include the 
(former) Australian Transport Council‟s national transport vision, policy objectives and 
principles.  

Draft recommendation 3 

Update the objectives of the Australian Road Rules to: 

o introduce uniform rules throughout Australia for all road users 

o specify behaviour that supports the safe and efficient use of the road system. 

Draft recommendation 4 

That Australia implements an applied law approach for the Australian Road Rules if the 
benefits are greater than the costs. 

Draft recommendation 5 

That Australia implements an applied law approach for the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules 
for light vehicles if the benefits are greater than the costs. 

Draft recommendation 6 

The NTC to improve its consultation and engagement processes for updating the rules. 

Draft recommendation 7 

The NTC to improve planning processes for updating the rules. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background to this review 

The National Transport Commission (NTC) is an independent statutory body that advises transport 

ministers from the Commonwealth and state and territory governments on national reform and 

implementation strategies for road, rail and intermodal transport. 

As part of the requirements for reforms approved by ministerial councils, the NTC is required every 

five years to review national reforms approved by the Standing Council for Transport and 

Infrastructure (SCOTI).
1
 

The objective of this particular review was to identify whether the Australian Road Rules and 

Australian Vehicle Standards Rules have met their intended outcomes and to recommend how they 

can evolve to meet future needs. 

This strategic review focuses only on the framework of the Australian Road Rules and the Australian 

Vehicle Standards Rules, rather than the details of the individual rules themselves. Regular 

maintenance of the rules and revision of particular rules is undertaken through the NTC‟s reform 

maintenance processes (see Section 1.5). 

This review began with the release of the Review of the Australian Road Rules and Vehicle Standards 

Rules discussion paper in November 2011. The NTC received 79 public submissions in response to 

the paper (listed in Appendix A, with more details available from the NTC website), which have been 

considered during the development of this draft evaluation report. 

The discussion paper was structured to examine three perspectives of the rules: operational, tactical 

and strategic. This draft evaluation report is structured around the key issues identified from the 

submissions received. The objective of this report is to analyse the feedback received during the 

consultation process to identify whether the road rules and vehicle standards are delivering their 

intended policy outcomes, and whether any improvements can be made to the rules to improve road 

safety and efficiency. 

The NTC is now seeking submissions on the recommendations in this draft evaluation report until 

Monday 2 September 2013.
2
 Following this public consultation process, the NTC will submit a final 

evaluation report for consideration by Australia‟s transport and infrastructure ministers in November 

2013. 

1.2 Background on the Australian Road Rules 

From as early as 1933, there were calls to create a national set of uniform or consistent road traffic 

laws in Australia.
3
 However, governments did not start to introduce nationally uniform road laws until 

well after World War II. In 1947, transport ministers recommended that uniform, national traffic laws 

be created and the first version of a National Road Traffic Code was issued in 1958. The theory was 

that all the states would use the code as a model to create their state road rules and this would create 

nationally uniform road rules.  

However, the implementation by states varied; some adopted parts of the code with enthusiasm, 

while others ignored significant parts of it. The code continued to be updated during the 1960s, 1970s 

                                                      
1
 Office of Best Practice Regulation www.finance.gov.au/obpr/proposal/coag-guidance.html. 

2
 When the discussion paper was released, the NTC anticipated that this draft evaluation paper would be 

released in March 2012. This has not been possible due to competing work priorities and resource availability. 
3
 Hon J C Watson, President, NRMA of NSW, Australian Year Book, 1933. 

http://ntc.gov.au/DocView.aspx?DocumentId=2240
http://www.finance.gov.au/obpr/proposal/coag-guidance.html
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and 1980s, and progressively the road rules across the states and territories became more uniform 

over this time. 

In the early 1990s, transport authorities recognised that although most of the road rules had nationally 

uniform outcomes, differences between states and territories remained. Austroads commenced work 

on the next attempt at creating a set of national road rules based on the existing rules in the states 

and territories.
4
 

This work had a particular emphasis on the use of plain English so that the national rules could also 

serve as a handbook for road users. However, from a legal enforcement perspective, a plain English 

expression of the road rules proved to be impractical. In 1995, the work was transferred to the 

National Road Transport Commission (the NTC‟s precursor organisation) for completion. In 1999, 

transport ministers approved the Australian Road Rules. 

The Australian Road Rules comprise the rules of the road for motorists, motorcyclists, cyclists, 

pedestrians, passengers and others. In broad terms, the rules deal with areas such as: 

 speed limits (for lengths of roads, areas and zones) and how they are given effect, (e.g. 
signage) 

 turns, roundabouts and directional changes 

 traffic lights, particular traffic signs (e.g. turning signs) or road markings (e.g. traffic lane 
arrows), and what to do when faced with them 

 giving way in various situations 

 level crossings 

 lane rules (e.g. keeping left, overtaking, driving in lanes or lines of traffic and merging, special 
purpose lanes)  

 restrictions on stopping (e.g. in or near intersections) and parking  

 lights and warning devices  

 pedestrians and cyclists  

 people travelling in or on vehicles (e.g. seatbelt requirements)  

 vehicle standards (e.g. bicycles and horse-drawn carriages)  

 specification of standardised traffic signs  

 other miscellaneous road rules.  

It is important to note that the Australian Road Rules are model laws only, and do not have any legal 

effect. As road transport laws are state and territory laws, the Australian Road Rules are used by 

states and territories as a model to create their laws. This way of creating national laws is called the 

model law approach.  

The processes and outputs for the Australian Road Rules, and the state and territory road rules are 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

                                                      
4
 Austroads is the association of Australian and New Zealand road transport and traffic authorities. It provides 

expert technical input to national policy development on road and road transport issues. See 
www.austroads.com.au. 

 

http://www.austroads.com.au/
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Figure 1: Updating and implementing changes to the road rules and the vehicle standards rules 

 

 

1.3 Background on the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules 

Standards for safety and other elements of vehicle design and maintenance are established in 

Australia through two main sets of rules. The Australian Design Rules establish the required 

manufacturing standards for new vehicles and imported used vehicles that must be met before those 

vehicles can be first registered for use on Australian public roads. These standards relate to vehicle 

safety, emissions and anti-theft measures and are administered by the Commonwealth Government.  

The Australian Vehicle Standards Rules establish the rules for motor vehicles already in use, or „in-

service‟. They set standards for the construction and performance of motor vehicles, trailers and 

combinations. They apply to all motor vehicles operating on Australian public roads, except certain 

small or low-speed vehicles, such as motorised wheelchairs. While they are commonly known as 

„roadworthiness‟ standards, transport authorities use the vehicle standards with some other measures 

to assess a vehicle‟s compliance with the vehicle standards rules and general fitness for use. 

It was not until the introduction of the Australian Design Rules, in 1969, that some consistency in 
vehicle standards and their application began to occur. Prior to the introduction of the Australian 
Vehicle Standards Rules, in-service standards for light vehicles differed to a larger extent from state 
to state. In addition, any new in-service vehicle standards that were agreed to by states and territories 
were introduced at different times. The purpose of the Australian rules is to provide uniform standards 
across all states and territories, and eliminate the discrepancies in vehicle standards across Australia. 

The Australian Vehicle Standards Rules were developed following extensive consultation with road 
authorities, manufacturers and suppliers of vehicles and components, road user groups, and 
environment and enforcement agencies. The Australian Transport Council (now the Standing Council 
on Transport and Infrastructure) approved the first set of Australian Vehicle Standards Rules in 1999. 

A major function of the standards is to extend the application of the Australian Design Rules to 

in-service vehicles. They particularly provide rules for:  

 vehicles for which there is no corresponding Australian Design Rules provision (principally 
vehicles manufactured prior to 1988 and classes of vehicles to which the Australian Design 
Rules do not apply) 

 matters specific to heavy vehicle combinations, including dimensions, tow coupling provisions 
and braking systems  
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 specific in-service matters for which a degree of deterioration below the Australian Design 
Rules levels is permitted, including noise and tailpipe emissions 

 specific vehicle design (an in-service modification) matters not adequately addressed by the 
Australian Design Rules (e.g. liquefied petroleum gas conversions, window tinting, rear-
marker plates and bullbars) and braking performance 

 retrospective amendment of the Australian Design Rules (e.g. tyre speed ratings, extending 
applicability of the Australian Design Rules for heavy vehicle speed limiters). 

Like the Australian Road Rules, the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules in themselves have no legal 

effect. As model laws, they become enforceable as law only when state and territory governments 

enact them. 

The uniformity of the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules relating to heavy vehicles has improved 

recently as part of the national heavy vehicle law reform to establish the National Heavy Vehicle 

Regulator.  In this case, Queensland enacts the heavy vehicle laws into its parliament and other 

states and territories pass laws that reference the Queensland heavy vehicle laws. This process is 

called „applied law‟ (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Applied law approach for implementing the vehicle standards rules for heavy vehicles 

 

 

The Australian Vehicle Standards Rules for light vehicles (cars, motorcycles, SUVs, utes and vans) 

are still implemented by the model law approach. 

1.4 Australia’s transport system and the roles of the road and vehicle standards 
rules 

Australia‟s road transport network is used by millions of Australians every day. It is a complex system 
governed by many governments and types of laws. These laws include the road rules and vehicle 
standards rules. 

The NTC has divided the road network into six elements as shown in Figure 3. Each of these 
elements and how they relate to the Australian Road Rules and Vehicle Standards Rules are 
described below.  
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Figure 3: Key elements in Australia’s road transport system 

 

 

Most Australians chiefly relate to the road network as users, whether as private citizens driving cars, 
as commercial operators of light and heavier vehicles, riding motorcycles and bicycles, travelling 
aboard buses and trams or walking between destinations. Road users come from every walk of life 
and age group, and include Australian citizens and international visitors. 

The road rules in each state and territory, based upon the Australian Road Rules, inform road users 
how they are required to use and travel on the road network. Similarly, the vehicle standards rules 
and regulations in each state and territory, which are informed by the Australian Vehicle Standards 
Rules, advise the owners of motor vehicles about the minimum roadworthy requirements their vehicle 
must meet in order to be legally used on the network. 

Transport management  

The role of transport authorities 

Transport authorities manage different parts of Australia‟s transport and road systems. State and 
territory governments are the transport authorities that manage arterial roads. These arterial roads 
tend to be the busier parts of the road network, such as freeways, highways or main roads between 
suburbs or towns. In Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne, state governments have also allowed private 
corporations to manage toll roads.  

Local governments are the transport authorities that manage the local roads and footpaths in their 
area, including residential streets. 

The roles of these transport authorities include: 

 maintaining and preserving road infrastructure  

 building new road infrastructure 
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 controlling access to the transport network (i.e. deciding who can travel where) 

 setting speed limits (see Transport management in Figure 3). 

The road rules help transport authorities ensure that the roads are used safely. For example, on a 
winding road, the transport authority will often set lower speed limits, erect advisory speed signs for 
certain bends, and put up safety railings. Another example is building dedicated shared walking and 
cycling paths. 

Road infrastructure 

Road infrastructure includes roads and footpaths. Road space may be allocated to specific users 
such as pedestrians, in the case of footpaths; cyclists in on-road bicycle lanes; and buses in bus-only 
lanes. This allocation is decided by transport authorities managing that piece of road infrastructure.  

Road treatments such as speed humps are physical pieces of road infrastructure that transport 
authorities also use to influence road user behaviour (see Transport management in Figure 3). 

Vehicle standards 

New vehicles and imported second-hand vehicles are required to meet the Australian Design Rules. 
These standards relate to vehicle safety, emissions and anti-theft measures. The Australian Design 
Rules are set by the Commonwealth Transport Minister and are administered by the Commonwealth 
Department of Infrastructure and Transport. 

When vehicles are driven on public roads, they need to meet in-service vehicle standards, which are 
often called „road worthiness‟ standards. These in-service vehicle standards are enacted in state and 
territory laws and are based on the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules. 

There are also requirements for bicycles and horse-drawn carriages in state and territory road rules 
(based on the Australian Road Rules). These include the requirement for brakes on bicycles, and 
lights if a cyclist or carriage is travelling at night. 

Road transport law and enforcement 

The safe and ordered use of the road network is also governed by road transport laws. The state and 
territory governments base some of their road transport laws on the Australian Road Rules and the 
Australian Vehicle Standards Rules. They also use other road transport laws that are not based on 
these rules, including: 

 drink and drug driving laws 

 dangerous and negligent driving laws 

 obligations of road users 

 hoon laws 

 enforcement laws 

 penalties. 

Victoria‟s road traffic laws are shown in Figure 4 to illustrate the range of road transport laws that are 
used by state and territory governments. In Victoria, the Australian Road Rules are implemented in 
the Road Safety Rules 2009 and the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules are implemented in the 
Road Safety (Vehicles) Regulations 2009. 

Road traffic laws must be enforced in order to be effective. Enforcement helps create a safer and 
more efficient transport system. The various enforcement officers comprise: 

 police 

 transport authorities (e.g. heavy vehicle inspection teams) 

 local government officers (e.g. parking inspectors) 
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 environmental agencies (e.g. such as vehicle emissions inspectors) 

The enforcement of road traffic laws is sometimes automated. Speed cameras and red-light cameras 
are examples of automated enforcement. 

Figure 4: Victoria’s road transport laws 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Driver licensing 

Every person who wishes to drive a motor vehicle or motorcycle on public roads must obtain a licence 
authorising them to do so. State and territory transport authorities administer the licensing of drivers in 
their jurisdictions. 

In order to receive their driver‟s or motorcyclist‟s licence, learner and novice drivers must demonstrate 
that they have a minimum level of knowledge of road transport law, in both written and on-road tests. 

Learner and novice drivers are typically required to meet additional licensing conditions. For example, 
learner and provisional drivers are not permitted to drink at all if they drive (i.e. they must have 
0.0 grams of alcohol in their bloodstream at all times). These conditions are set by the relevant state 
and territory transport authority. 

In Australia, laws and driving regulations for international visitors can differ from state to state. Some 
states require international visitors to carry an international licence and their current foreign licence. 

Vehicle registration 

Every motor vehicle used on the road network must be registered by the state or territory transport 
authority, generally in the vehicle owner‟s home state. 

When ownership of a motor vehicle is transferred, a certificate of road worthiness is often required. 
Vehicle inspectors compare the condition of the vehicle with in-service vehicle standards to determine 
whether the vehicle being transferred is roadworthy. In New South Wales, vehicles five years or older 
must be inspected for road worthiness each year as part of the annual registration process. 

Road Safety Act 
1986 

Road Management 
Act 2004 

Accident Towing 
Services Act 2007 

Road Safety 
(General) 
Regulations 2009 

Road Management 
(General) 
Regulations 2005 

Accident Towing 
Services 
Regulations 2007 

Road Management 
(Works and 
Infrastructure) 
Regulations 2005 

Road Safety 
(Drivers) 
Regulations 2009 

Road Safety Rules 
2009 

Road Safety 
(Vehicles) 
Regulations 2009 

Road Safety 
(Traffic 
Management) 
Regulations 2009 

Heavy Vehicle 
National Law 
Application Act 
2013 

Environment 
Protection Act 
1970 

Environment 
Protection (Vehicle 
Emissions) 
Regulations 2003 
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Education and information 

Road users need information and education about road traffic laws and how to minimise risk. This 
information and education comes from many sources, including: 

 practical and written tests for licencing 

 programs for primary and secondary school children about road safety 

 roadside billboards, radio, television and internet page banners carry public messages about 
road safety and minimising risk 

 motoring clubs, motorcycle bodies and bicycle groups provide information to their members 
about road traffic laws. 

1.5 Scope of this draft evaluation report 

The review aims to make recommendations to improve the objectives of the Australian Road Rules 
and the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules. The recommendations are intended to be strategic, 
considering such matters as changing the way the states and territories implement the Australian 
Road Rules in their road traffic laws. They will not recommend specific changes to any particular road 
rules. 

Many of the 79 respondents to the November 2011 discussion paper suggested that various specific 
road rules and vehicle standards rules need to be changed. These suggestions have been forwarded 
to the relevant maintenance groups to consider. These maintenance groups comprise representatives 
from all state and territory governments, the Commonwealth Government and the NTC. A summary of 
the rule changes suggested in the submissions is provided in Appendix B. 

In the submissions to the discussion paper, several suggestions went beyond the scope of this 
review. The NTC has grouped these out-of-scope suggestions into two main types. 

The first type concerns matters for which transport authorities are responsible. These suggestions 
included: 

 improve road infrastructure (e.g. with more bicycle paths) 

 develop design standards for specific transport infrastructure 

 introduce congestion pricing. 

The second type of suggestion was to change road traffic laws that are established in laws other than 
those based on the Australian Road Rules or the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules. 

For example, the NTC received many submissions arguing for the creation of „strict liability‟ laws in 
the Australian Road Rules. These laws require vehicle drivers to disprove the assumption that they 
are responsible for any collision they may have with a vulnerable road user such as a cyclist or 
pedestrian. However, the Australian Road Rules do not contain any laws about legal liability for 
causing a crash. Laws of this type are established in state and territory road and transport safety acts, 
such as the Victorian Road Safety Act 1986 (as shown in Figure 4), and therefore are out-of-scope for 
this review.  

Similarly, several submissions suggested improving the Australian Design Rules for vehicles. The 
Australian Design Rules are administered by the Commonwealth Government (as discussed in 
sections 1.3 and 1.4) and are out-of-scope for this review. 

The NTC has summarised the issues that are out-of-scope in Appendix C. 
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2. Better joined-up government processes 

One theme highlighted in submissions was the need for better coordination of policy issues that run 
across multiple levels of governments. Two typical submissions articulating this concern stated: 

National mechanisms and processes could be developed to co-ordinate broader policy issues 
that cross several disciplines (road rules, vehicle standards, registration and licensing, and 
traffic engineering standards). …This is becoming an increasing issue for the future in relation 
to key complex issues such as alternative vehicles, powered bicycles and personal mobility 
devices that the rules alone cannot address (i.e. how they are defined, registered, licensed, 
infrastructure on the road, rules for interaction with other road users).  

VicRoads 

The [Australian Road Rules] should only set out the rules that are to be followed by road 
users. What is permitted on the road is a matter for other bodies to adjudicate.  

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, South Australia 

The NTC calls this concern the need for better „joined-up‟ government. Another example of a policy 
issue requiring better coordination that was raised in several submissions concerns the use on 
Australian roads of electric bicycles. In Europe, electric bicycles with an electric motor power of up to 
250 watts are classified as bicycles. However, until recently, an electric bicycle with a power output of 
more than 200 watts was classified as a motorcycle in Australia. Submissions to the discussion paper 
commented on this matter: 

Greater flexibility to accommodate rapidly changing transport technology [is needed] ... 
Electric bicycles have the potential to extend active travel options to a broader section of the 
community who are unable or unwilling to use a pedal bicycle for transport. However, the 
rules related to electric bikes are inconsistent and confusing and a new national standard, 
currently under consideration, is needed.  

Amy Gillett Foundation, Cycling Australia and Cycling Promotion Fund 

Along with many other groups we support the use of European regulations that allow 250 W 
[electric] bikes to be used. The major manufacturers in China and elsewhere are geared up 
for the European market and it makes little sense to be different here.  

Leichhardt Bicycle Users Group Inc. 

The [bicycle] rule should be amended more in keeping with the [European standards].  
D. Russell 

Allowing 250 watt electric vehicles onto Australian roads requires changing several different laws, 
including the Australian Design Rules, road rules and vehicle standards rules. Government agencies 
have known for some years that this issue needed to be addressed. The maintenance groups for the 
Australian road rules and the Australian vehicle standards rules repeatedly discussed this issue. 
However, no coordinated plan was developed by the various government agencies that had carriage 
of this issue (depicted in Figure 5). 

In May 2012, the Commonwealth Government allowed electric bicycles with an output of up to 250 
watts (and a maximum powered speed of 25 km/h) to be imported into Australia.

5 
Although this 

allowed electric bicycles to be lawfully imported into Australia, they were not allowed to be ridden on 
public roads.  

In September 2012, Victoria changed its road rules to allow these bicycles to be ridden on Victoria‟s 
network.

6
 In December 2012, New South Wales and Queensland also changed their rules to allow the 

                                                      
5
 www.minister.infrastructure.gov.au/ck/releases/2012/may/ck013_2012.aspx. 

6
 www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/Home/SafetyAndRules/SaferRiders/BikeRiders/PowerAssistedBicycles.htm. 

http://www.minister.infrastructure.gov.au/ck/releases/2012/may/ck013_2012.aspx
http://www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/Home/SafetyAndRules/SaferRiders/BikeRiders/PowerAssistedBicycles.htm
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use of these bicycles.
7
 If these vehicles are to be legally used throughout Australia, the other states 

and territories now need to change their road and vehicle standards rules.  

The NTC is preparing updates to the Australian road rules and the vehicle standards rules to create 
nationally consistent rules for the use of these bicycles. 

Figure 5: Government bodies administering the rules for use of electric bicycles on Australian roads 

 

A better process for addressing this electric vehicle issue would have ensured that: 

 relevant matters were discussed by government, industry and the community 

 a timely policy decision was made 

 plans covering all necessary changes to Commonwealth and state laws were developed and 
implemented simultaneously. 

Other current issues requiring better joined-up government processes include distraction of drivers 
and the use of motorised (or mobility) scooters and motorised wheelchairs. 

A way to create better joined-up government decisions was suggested by VicRoads, which advocated 
the foundation of: 

A high level reference group could coordinate broader policy and obtain cross disciplinary 
expert input for policy development before issues are provided to the NTC for rule changes.  

VicRoads 

This is one way to get better joined-up government for transport-related policy issues, but there are 
other options. Regardless of which option/s governments choose to improve cross-agency 
policy-making, the Transport and Infrastructure Senior Officials Committee is the best placed body to 

                                                      
7
 www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Registration/Registering-vehicles/Wheelchairs-and-small-devices/Motorised-foot-scooters-

and-motorised-bicycles.aspx. 
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http://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Registration/Registering-vehicles/Wheelchairs-and-small-devices/Motorised-foot-scooters-and-motorised-bicycles.aspx
http://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Registration/Registering-vehicles/Wheelchairs-and-small-devices/Motorised-foot-scooters-and-motorised-bicycles.aspx
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address this issue.
8
 This committee comprises senior officials from the Commonwealth and all state 

and territory governments, as well as the NTC. 

Draft recommendation 1 

The Transport and Infrastructure Senior Officials Committee should consider and implement 
processes and procedures designed to achieve more coordinated „whole of government‟ decisions for 
transport. 

                                                      
8
 For more information on the Transport and Infrastructure Senior Officials Committee see 

www.scoti.gov.au/officials_committee/. 

http://www.scoti.gov.au/officials_committee/
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3. A vision and broader objectives for the rules 

A number of submissions argued that a vision for the rules is needed or the objectives need to be 
broadened to reflect the community‟s expectations from transport.  

A vision for the Australian road rules needs to include sharing of space with different road 
users.  

Amy Gillett Foundation, Cycling Australia and the Cycling Promotion Fund 

The objective as stated in the road rules … could be broadened to include additional 
objectives that address safety, mobility/access, efficiency, clarity, enforceability and 
sustainability and regulating interactions of different road users.  

VicRoads 

Emphasis of the Australian Road Rules needs to be safe movement of people and goods not 
cars and motor vehicles.  

Amy Gillett Foundation, Cycling Australia and the Cycling Promotion Fund 

The Australian Road Rules (whilst primarily about safety) should be focussed on the 
movement of people, as opposed to the movement of vehicles. 

 K. Segaert 

The NTC agrees that Australia‟s national road and vehicle standards rules should reflect the broader 
transport goals of Australian society. In 2008, Australia‟s transport ministers (meeting then as the 
Australian Transport Council, the forerunner of SCOTI) adopted a vision, policy objectives and 
principles for Australia‟s transport system.

9
 These are shown in Figure 6. 

The NTC recommends that the road and vehicle standards rules be revised to contain this vision, 
policy objectives and principles as broader context for the outcomes sought by society. 

Draft recommendation 2 

That the Australian Road Rules and the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules include the (former) 
Australian Transport Council‟s national transport vision, policy objectives and principles. 

 

 

  

                                                      
9
 Australian Transport Council, Communiqué, 2 May 2008, 

www.atcouncil.gov.au/communique/20080502.aspx#attachment. 

http://www.atcouncil.gov.au/communique/20080502.aspx#attachment
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Figure 6: National Transport Vision, Policy Objectives and Principles 

Vision for Australia’s transport future 

Australia requires a safe, secure, efficient, reliable and integrated national transport system that 
supports and enhances our nation‟s economic development and social and environmental well-being.  

Transport policy objectives 

To achieve this vision, Australia‟s Transport Ministers commit to the following policy objectives: 

 Economic – To promote the efficient movement of people and goods in order to support 
sustainable economic development and prosperity. 

 Safety –To provide a safe transport system that meets Australia's mobility, social and economic 
objectives with maximum safety for its users. 

 Social – To promote social inclusion by connecting remote and disadvantaged communities and 
increasing accessibility to the transport network for all Australians. 

 Environmental – Protect our environment and improve health by building and investing transport 
systems that minimise emissions and consumption of resources and energy. 

 Integration – Promote effective and efficient integration and linkage of Australia‟s transport 
system with urban and regional planning at every level of government and with international 
transport systems. 

 Transparency – Transparency in funding and charging to provide equitable access to the 
transport system, through clearly identified means where full cost recovery is not applied. 

Transport policy principles 

Australia‟s transport policy framework is underpinned by the following guiding principles: 

 Infrastructure pricing – sending the appropriate signals to influence supply and demand for 
infrastructure. 

 Competitive markets – establishing competitive markets wherever possible to minimise the need 
for regulation; 

 Private sector– involve the private sector, where it is efficient to do so, in delivering outcomes; 

 National regulation – a national perspective should be adopted where regulation is required; 

 National markets – encourage national markets where possible 

 Customer – Customer-focused and equitable access for all users. 
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4. Have the specific objectives of the rules been 
achieved? 

This section considers whether the specific objectives of the Australian Road Rules and the Australian 

Vehicle Standards Rules have been met and whether they need to be revised. 

4.1 Objectives of the Australian Road Rules 

The Australian Road Rules have two sets of objectives. The first were stated when transport ministers 

approved the national reform in 1999.
10

 These objectives are:  

 introduce uniform regulations throughout Australia for all road users 

 enhance mobility and safety by updating and simplifying traffic regulations  

 reduce cost and achieve administrative efficiency on a national basis. 

The second set of objectives relate to the purpose of the rules themselves. These objectives of the 

road rules are to influence the behaviour of road users in a way that achieves greater safety and 

efficiency in the operation of the road traffic system (NRTC 1998). In this regard, the three main 

functions of the rules are to: 

 resolve conflicts (e.g. who has to give way) 

 prescribe behaviour that is necessary for the orderly operation of the system (e.g. keep left, 
keeping a vehicle in a single lane) 

 prohibit behaviour that is detrimental to the operation of the system (e.g. driving to the right of 
unbroken double lines). 

4.2 Assessment on achieving the objectives of the Australian Road Rules 

The NTC has assessed the achievement of the different objectives using a range of sources, 
particularly a national survey of road users (commissioned by the NTC), focus groups that helped 
prepare the subject matter of the national survey, legal audits of the rules that the NTC periodically 
undertakes, and the views provided in submissions to the discussion paper.

11
 

4.2.1 National survey 

In 2011, the NTC commissioned a national survey to assess the general public‟s view on various 

aspects of the Australian Road Rules. 

To assess public awareness of the objective of introducing uniform regulations throughout Australia 

for all road users, survey participants were asked if they were aware of any differences in the road 

rules of the states and territories. The survey of 2,000 adults across Australia found that that 58% of 

respondents were not aware of any differences, 39% of respondents were aware of differences and 

the remaining 3% were unsure. This means more than 60% of respondents were unaware of the 

existence of different road rules in Australia‟s different jurisdictions. 

                                                      
10

 National Road Transport Commission, Australian Road Rules: Regulatory Impact Statement (November 1998), 

available at www.ntc.gov.au/DocView.aspx?DocumentId=342. 
11

 For the full survey report conducted by AMR Interactive, titled “Community Satisfaction with the Australian 

Road Rules and Vehicle Standards Rules” see www.ntc.gov.au/viewpage.aspx?documentid=2029. The audit 
reports “Implementation of the Australian Road Rules - March 2003” and “Australian Road Rules – Five Year 
Effectiveness Review: March 2007” are available at www.ntc.gov.au/viewpage.aspx?documentid=1564. 

http://www.ntc.gov.au/DocView.aspx?DocumentId=342
http://www.ntc.gov.au/viewpage.aspx?documentid=2029
http://www.ntc.gov.au/viewpage.aspx?documentid=1564
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For the 39% of respondents who were aware of differences in the road rules, the most commonly 

nominated differences were speed limits (40%), hook turns (24%), merging/right of way (11%), 

requirements for learners or probationary drivers (10%) and rules about U-turns (9%). Table 1 sets 

out the main differences according to users.  

Table 1: Differences in road rules across Australia according to users 

Difference Percentage of users who 

nominated this as a difference 

Speed  

Speed limits 40 

Manoeuvres  

Hook turns/move to left to turn right 24 

Merging/right of way 11 

U-turns 9 

Roundabouts 4 

Licensing/penalties  

Probationary/learner drivers 10 

Penalties 2 

Others  

Signage 6 

Traffic lights (e.g. turn left after stopping) 5 

Trams 5 

Source: AMR Interactive (2011) 

The survey also investigated public attitudes to the achievement of the second set of Australian Road 

Rule objectives. The results of this part of the questionnaire are shown in Table 2. They indicate that 

at least two thirds of those respondents said the objectives of the road rules have been achieved. 

Table 2: User opinion on whether the outcomes of the rules have been met 

Outcome Percentage of users who agree 
the outcomes had been met (well 
or fairly well) 

A safe road system 78 

Efficiency in the operation of the road traffic system 66 

Resolve conflicts between drivers 66 

Resolve conflicts between drivers and pedestrians 70 
Source: AMR Interactive (2011) 

This was the first user survey the NTC has conducted regarding the Australian Road Rules. As such, 

there is no baseline data to compare whether these figures have changed over time. In addition, the 

NTC could not find any international data with which to compare these Australian figures.  

Some of the perceived differences in the road rules uncovered by the survey are directly related to 

rule variations between states and territories. Yet, some of these particular differences are 

nevertheless consistent with the Australian Road Rules because the rules currently allow numerous 

local variations. 

While the NTC‟s nationwide survey asked participants about their awareness of differences in the 

road rules, some focus group sessions run by the NTC to help inform the development of the survey 

revealed there is little community awareness of a formal set of Australian Road Rules. This helps to 

explain why the responses of survey participants cover various issues not actually covered in the 
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Australian Road Rules. For example, different rules for learners or probationary drivers are not 

actually set by the Australian Road Rules but are established in the registration and licensing regimes 

of each state and territory. 

Some other rule differences happen because a national road rule has been made even though it will 

only be used in some specific location to suit a local need. Obvious examples of such rules are those 

for giving way of trams and the use of „hook‟ turns around inner Melbourne. 

4.2.2 Legal audit 

Another way to assess whether the objectives of the Australian Road Rules have been realised is to 

audit the number and significance of rule variations across states and territories. Such an audit 

compares the Australian Road Rules with the road regulations and legislation in each state and 

territory.  

A legal audit commissioned by NTC in 2003 found that state-specific road rules varied by 3.6% from 

the national rules. Of the 100 variations across Australia, 87 are in Western Australia. When Western 

Australia is removed from the analysis, only 0.5% of road rules vary across the other seven states and 

territories. Further, many of the Western Australia variations from the Australian Road Rules have an 

uncertain or minimal effect on road users. For example, Western Australia does not include the 

objectives of the road rules in its equivalent regulations, but this is counted as a variation. 

4.2.3 Submissions 

A broad range of opinions about the suitability and effectiveness of the Australian Road Rules 

objectives were provided in the submissions to the NTC‟s review. These opinions are presented here 

by category. 

4.2.3.1 General comments about the achievement of the road rule objectives 

Three submissions made general comments about the achievement of the road rule objectives: 

The majority of general traffic provisions are now consistent across all jurisdictions and this 

infers that the agreed objectives have been met to a large extent. With rare exceptions, where 

differences do occur they do not affect road user behavior.  

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, South Australia 

The Australian road rules have three objectives, and it is not clear whether these are being 

adequately met by the current model law approach.  

Royal Automobile Club of Victoria 

The objectives have been ‘partially’ achieved.  

W. Cichcoki 

4.2.3.2 Introduction of uniform regulations throughout Australia 

When respondents confined their observations to the objective to introduce uniform regulations 

throughout Australia for all road users, they generally agreed that this objective has been achieved. 

Some of their comments are provided below: 

The objective of uniformity has generally been reached.  

City of Sydney 
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A large degree of level of consistency has been achieved across Australia within the scope of 

what is covered by the road rules.  

VicRoads 

The objectives have been ‘fairly well’ achieved.  

Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads  

Overall there is a large consistency across jurisdictions.  

Royal Automobile Club of Victoria 

At present, the rules are … generally consistent but not uniform.  

Royal Automobile Club of Queensland (RACQ)  

4.2.3.3 Enhancing road users’ mobility and safety 

The views of respondents about the effectiveness of rules in enhancing mobility and safety by 

updating and simplifying traffic regulations were more diverse: 

By several measures, the National Transport Commission is failing to meet [this] objective.  

Canberra Pedestrian Forum 

Whether mobility and safety have been enhanced is difficult to evaluate as it would be 

complex to isolate the impact of the rules from other factors (e.g. police enforcement and 

other changes) to determine their specific impact on crash or travel.  

VicRoads 

While it might be difficult to quantify the precise contribution of the Australian Road Rules to 

‘enhanced mobility and safety’ there is a considerable body of evidence that road rules are an 

effective tool for improving safety. 

Amy Gillett Foundation, Cycling Australia and the Cycling Promotion Fund (in a joint 

submission) and J. Garrard 

4.2.3.4 Reducing regulatory costs and achieving administrative efficiency 

The question of whether the rules have reduced regulatory costs and achieved administrative 

efficiency on a national basis attracted little comment, as this subject primarily concerns transport 

authorities rather than road users. One commented: 

Reducing costs has been achieved through the preparation of a single national regulatory 

impact statement that avoids unnecessary duplication by each [state and territory]. 

VicRoads 

The issue of reducing costs is discussed further in section 5.5.4 of this paper in relation to the option 

of moving from a model law approach to an applied law approach. 

4.2.3.5 Achieving greater safety and efficiency in the road traffic system 

The question of whether the rules have influenced the behaviour of road users in a way that achieves 

greater safety and efficiency in the operation of the road traffic system attracted commentary, mainly 

from individuals and groups representing cyclists or pedestrians.  

A common view is that this objective has: 

not been achieved in relation to active travel users (walking and cycling) ... [the] current 
Australian Road Rules are not well understood … [and] do not resolve conflict between 
bicyclists and drivers. For example, there is confusion about who gives way when a driver 
wants to turn left across a bike lane. 

Amy Gillett Foundation, Cycling Australia and the Cycling Promotion Fund 
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The Pedestrian Council of Australia provided further evidence that some road rules are not well 

understood in a survey that it commissioned, which found that: 

44 percent of people were aware of the term ‘Shared Zone’ … [and] among those people who 

had heard of the term ‘Shared Zone,’ only about a third (37 percent) of people correctly 

interpreted it as meaning ‘pedestrians have right of way.’ About half (54 percent) considered 

that pedestrians and motorists had ‘equal right of way.’
12

 

Pedestrian Council of Australia 

As these comments indicate, the influence of the road rules on behavior is an issue not just of the 

content of rules, but also of their communication. 

4.2.3.6 Updating the current objectives 

The question of whether the current objectives for the Australian Road Rules need to be revised 

attracted diverse comment, including: 

“Agree” with the current objectives.  

SA Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure;  

Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads 

The objective as stated in the road rules (to provide road rules that are uniform with road rules 

elsewhere in Australia) could be broadened to include additional objectives that address 

safety, mobility/access, efficiency, clarity, enforceability and sustainability and regulating 

interaction of different road users.  

VicRoads 

The primary objective to achieve seamless national regulation of road, rail and intermodal 

transport where national regulation drives improved transport safety, productivity, efficiency 

and environmental performance should be maintained.  

City of Sydney 

The current objectives of the Australian road rules … are adequate in general terms, but in 

some instances, the objectives are inadequately operationalized.  

J. Garrard 

The objectives are agreed to in principle. The second road rule objective could be amended 

to read: enhance mobility and safety by updating and simplifying traffic regulations and the 

driving task and recognise dynamics of the road user.  

W. Cichocki 

 

4.2.4 Conclusions 

Taking all this information into account, the NTC concludes that the objective to introduce uniform 

regulations throughout Australia for all road users is generally being achieved. However, because the 

Australian Road Rules currently allow states and territories to vary 87 road rules, uniform road rules 

across Australia cannot be fully achieved. 

The NTC was unable to determine whether the objective to enhance mobility and safety by updating 

and simplifying traffic regulations was achieved or not. Crash causation is complex and the NTC has 

not been able to determine the degree to which road safety has been enhanced by having national 

road rules. 

                                                      
12

 The Australian Road Rules specify when road users have to “give way” rather than referring to a 
“right of way”. 
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The NTC concludes that the objective to reduce cost and achieve administrative efficiency on a 

national basis is likely to have been achieved, to a degree. However, no financial data is available for 

the cost of administration before the Australian Road Rules were introduced in 1999. Therefore, the 

NTC does not have any financial data to support this claim. VicRoads informed the Commission that 

the preparation of national proposal and regulatory impact statements have reduced costs for states 

and territories. 

Finally, the NTC concludes that the objective to influence the behaviour of road users in a way that 

achieves greater safety and efficiency in the operation of the road traffic system has generally been 

achieved. This is demonstrated by the positive effect of various specific rules that are promoted and 

enforced, such as compulsory seat belt use and built-up area default speed limits. However, as noted 

earlier, there are a range of factors beside the road rules that influence the behaviour of road users. 

A summary of the assessment by submissions and the NTC is provided in Table 3. 

Table 3: Assessment of the objectives of the Australian Road Rules 

 Objective Respondents’ 
assessment 

NTC’s assessment 

 
1 

To introduce uniform 
regulations throughout 
Australia for all road 
users. 

More respondents argued that 
road rules are largely 
consistent. Fewer respondents 
argued either that this 
objective has been partially 
achieved, or that they could 
not determine whether it has 
been achieved. 

This objective has generally 
been achieved. However, 
there are still differences 
between jurisdictions. 
Implementing the rules with 
applied law will reduce the 
number and severity of these 
variations (see Section 5: 
Implementing the rules). 

 
2 

To enhance mobility and 
safety by updating and 
simplifying traffic 
regulations. 

A range of views. Pedestrian 
groups argue it has not been 
achieved. Transport authorities 
are not certain whether it has 
been achieved. Other 
submissions argue the road 
rules have significant potential 
to achieve this objective. 

Unable to assess whether this 
objective had been achieved 
for the road rules in general. 
 

 
3 

To reduce cost and 
achieve administrative 
efficiency on a national 
basis. 

Some transport authorities 
said that this had been 
achieved. 

This objective has likely been 
achieved. However, there is no 
financial data to support this 
claim. 
 

 
4 

To influence the 
behaviour of road users 
in a way that achieves 
greater safety and 
efficiency in the 
operation of the road 
traffic system. 

A range of views. Some 
submissions concluded that 
this objective has been 
partially achieved. Other 
submissions argued that the 
objective has not been 
achieved. 

The road rules influence the 
behaviour of road users, 
particularly where specific 
rules are promoted and 
enforced. 
 
Numerous factors other than 
the Australian Road Rules 
influence this objective, e.g. 
allocation of transport space to 
different road users; speed 
limits; enforcement. 

 

As a general proposition, the NTC accepts that objectives need to be measureable if they are to be 

useful for evaluation. Yet the NTC was only able to assess one of the four objectives outlined in 

Table 3, and found that two objectives are immeasurable. In addition, the last objective cannot be 
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measured for the Australian Road Rules as a whole, but only for the effect of some specific rules, 

such as seat belt use. 

The NTC concludes that the current objectives need to be revised. Two objectives (to enhance 

mobility and safety by updating and simplifying traffic regulations and to reduce cost and achieve 

administrative efficiency on a national basis) cannot be measured as they are redundant. These two 

objectives are better described as expected outcomes or benefits of introducing uniform regulations 

rather than objectives. Accordingly, the NTC recommends the objectives of the road rules be updated 

as follows: 

Draft recommendation 3 

Update the objectives of the Australian Road Rules to: 

 introduce uniform rules throughout Australia for all road users 

 specify behaviour that supports the safe and efficient use of the road system. 

While the objective “to enhance mobility and safety by updating and simplifying traffic regulations” has 

been removed, these updated objectives still contain this safety focus. In addition, mobility will still be 

sought by transport authorities managing the transport network. While this report recommends 

removing the objective “to reduce cost and achieve administrative efficiency on a national basis,” the 

NTC expects this will be achieved through uniform rules. 

From 2013, the NTC will annually publish a performance report around November each year. This 

report will monitor the national reforms the NTC has helped developed, including the Australian Road 

Rules and the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules. The NTC will monitor the implementation of 

updates of the rules by states and territories (as shown in Table 5 further below). In addition, the NTC 

will monitor updated rules with major impacts, such as the updated child restraint rules and the 50 

km/h built-up area speed limits.
13

  

4.3 Objective of the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules 

The objective of the Australian Vehicle Standard Rules is to set standards about the construction and 
performance of motor vehicles, trailers and combinations that are uniform throughout Australia.  

The standards are intended to:  

 promote, throughout the life of motor vehicles, trailers and combinations, their safe use and 
efficiency, and the protection of the environment  

 reduce the cost of transport administration. 

4.4 Assessment on achieving the objective of the Australian Vehicle Standards 
Rules 

Almost all the participants in the NTC‟s focus groups believed that vehicle standards are nationally 
uniform.  

The NTC‟s national survey (see section 4.2.1) also asked participants about the outcomes of the 
vehicle standards. Of those surveyed, 70% said the standards are effective in ensuring safety and 
55% rated them effective in regulating pollution levels. 

                                                      
13

 If you would like to receive an email about this performance report and other NTC work, please sign up to NTC 

email alerts at www.ntc.gov.au. 

http://www.ntc.gov.au/
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In 2007, the NTC commissioned an audit of the differences in the Australian Vehicle Standards 
Rules.

14
 The audit found that only 0.3% of vehicle standards rules varied significantly across 

Australia. Therefore, the rules are 99.7% consistent. 

Respondents also commented on the achievement and suitability of the objective: 

The majority of general provisions are now consistent across all jurisdictions and this infers 
that the agreed objectives have been met to a large extent. … delays by some jurisdictions in 
implementation create an overlap that can cause difficulties for cross-border drivers. Where 
there are significant delays in the implementation of rules, the agreed objectives are not met.  

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, South Australia 

Anecdotal evidence shows that to a great degree consistency has been achieved across 
jurisdictions. … In addition by managing these nationally, costs to jurisdictions are reduced.  

Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads 

EPA supports the [Australian Vehicle Standards Rules] objective of promoting, throughout the 
life of vehicles, their safe and efficient use, and the protection of the environment.  

Environment Protection Authority, Victoria 

VicRoads believes the [Australian Vehicle Standards Rules] have generally achieved their two 
part objectives: Uniformity: As stated in the [discussion paper], 99.7 per cent of [Australian 
Vehicle Standards Rules] have been implemented consistently in jurisdictions. Setting safe, 
efficient and environmental standards: When new Australian Design Rules that lift standards 
for new vehicles are implemented, the [Australian Vehicle Standards Rules] are underpinning 
this effort by requiring vehicles to continue to comply. Reduce cost of transport administration: 
Whilst having consistent [Australian Vehicle Standards Rules] the burden on industry should 
be less. However, the variations in roadworthiness and modification schemes may introduce 
inefficiencies and additional costs.  

VicRoads 

There is a large degree of consistency between states in relation to vehicle standards rules. 
… While it is ideal for vehicle standards to be uniform across all jurisdictions, RACV does not 
support this if the introduction of potentially life-saving changes, such as the introduction of 
electronic stability control, would be delayed.  

Royal Automobile Club of Victoria 

The Australian Vehicle Standards Rules improve cyclist safety by increasing the ‘safe use of 
motor vehicles’  

J. Garrard 

Given information in hand … a number of positive changes are occurring. This is however 
difficult to quantify.  

W. Cichocki 

Most of the submissions stated that the objective of the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules has been 

generally achieved. 

4.4.1 Conclusions 

Based on the submissions received and the outcomes of the NTC‟s legal audit, the NTC concludes 
that the objective of the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules is being achieved. The current objective 
is specific and measureable, and the NTC therefore concludes that the objective does not need to be 
updated. 
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 NTC, Evaluation of the Implementation of the Vehicle Standards (2007). Available at 

www.ntc.gov.au/docview.aspx?documentid=1482. 

http://www.ntc.gov.au/docview.aspx?documentid=1482
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5. Implementing the rules: model law or applied 
law? 

This section of the report discusses the differences between, and arguments in favour and against 
using model and applied law approaches to implement the Australian Road Rules and Vehicle 
Standards Rules. 

5.1 What are model and applied laws? 

National transport reforms in Australia have typically been implemented with either model or applied 
law. The essential features, advantages and disadvantages of these two approaches to implementing 
national law are described below. 

Model law 

The „model‟ approach to legislation, regulations, standards and codes of practice involves the drafting 
of a model document that each participating jurisdiction draws on to draft its own legislation. The 
model may be drafted in various ways: as an act of a particular jurisdiction, or as an attachment to an 
agreement or act. Governments might also decide that there are fundamental provisions that need to 
be adopted consistently and others that do not.  

This approach allows jurisdictions to adapt the model to suit their circumstances (including their 
regulatory system), legal conventions and political priorities, without necessarily creating 
inconsistencies among jurisdictions. It has historically been favoured by the states and territories 
because they believe it allows them to retain a greater degree of control over their own road and 
vehicle standards rules, both in terms of their introduction and subsequent amendment.  

The model approach can, however, result in inconsistencies. These can arise in the first instance 
when the model is adapted by each government, and over time as each jurisdiction amends its own 
legislation if and when it chooses to do so. 

 

Applied law 

A more common approach to creating national regulatory frameworks is for some or all governments 
to pass the same or similar legislation through a „template‟ or „applied‟ approach.  

Applied law involves one jurisdiction enacting a law that is then applied by other jurisdictions as their 
law. This approach can also be applied to regulations, standards and codes of practice. Applied law 
can follow one of two forms: the Australian Parliament can enact law that is applied in the states or 
one state or territory can enact law that is subsequently applied in other states and territories.  

Applied law approaches have distinct strengths and weaknesses. Their greatest advantage is that if 
the original legislation is applied or referred to without amendment by the states and territories, 
regulation is nationally uniform. Also, if all jurisdictions reference the applied regulation as amended 
from time to time, these approaches facilitate the consistent uptake of amendments. This can be 
important where the applied Act or referenced standard is amended frequently, reducing the potential 
for inconsistencies to arise through inaction (or delayed action) on the part of one or more jurisdictions 
under alternative approaches.  

On the other hand, applied law is perceived to constrain the scope that individual state and territory 
parliaments have in enacting laws for the good governance of their jurisdictions. 

Another potential weakness of applied law is that the development of templates that are acceptable to 
all jurisdictions can be time consuming, and adoption can be staggered over time, as is the case with 
model law. 

Source: Productivity Commission (2009) 
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The strengths and weaknesses of the model and applied law approaches are summarised in Table 4. 

Table 4: Summary of the model law and applied law approaches 

Approach Strength Weakness 
Model law Flexibility for state and territory 

governments 
Some different laws for road 
users 

Applied law Uniform laws for road users Can take longer to agree on 
laws 

 

In 1999, the (former) Australian Transport Council agreed that the Australian Road Rules and 
Australian Vehicle Standards Rules would be implemented with applied law. The Australian Capital 
Territory‟s parliament was chosen to introduce the rules and the other states and territories were to 
use the Australian Capital Territory laws as the basis of their laws. However, only New South Wales 
used the applied approach while the other states and territories used a model law approach. Around 
2004, the applied law approach was abandoned to reflect the model law approach that was being 
used by the majority of states and territories. 

While the model law approach has generally been used for transport, the vehicle standards rules for 
heavy vehicles now use an applied law approach, as part of the national reform for heavy vehicles. 
This process is shown in Figure 2 in section 1.3. 

5.2 Outcomes of the current model law approach to implementing the rules 

The objectives sought from the national reforms for road rules and vehicle standards rules include 

uniform rules. As the NTC concluded in Sections 4.2.4 and 4.4 above, this objective has generally 

been achieved for the Australian Road Rules and the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules. However, 

an outcome of the current model law approach is (built-in) variations in the rules. There are three 

types of differences and these are described below. 

5.2.1 Agreed differences in the rules 

When the Australian Road Rules were approved in 1999, there were 87 road rules that states and 

territories were permitted to vary, either because no agreed national position on these rules could be 

settled during the negotiations, or because it was unnecessary or impractical to achieve uniformity. In 

these 87 cases, an Australian Road Rule has been made but the states and territories can implement 

a different rule. 

An example of such a rule is “Rule 127 – Keeping a minimum distance between long vehicles.” This 

rule states: 

The driver of a long vehicle must drive at least the required minimum distance behind another 

long vehicle travelling in front of the driver. 

And the rule defines this required minimum distance: 

For a long vehicle in a road train area [as] 200 metres or, if another law of this jurisdiction 

provides another distance for the area, that distance. 

So if a particular jurisdiction decides to legislate a different minimum distance between long vehicles, 
then this rule will prevail in that state or territory rather than the 200 metre rule stipulated in the 
Australian Road Rules. This variation would be an agreed variation from the national rule. In addition, 
the Australian Road Rule explicitly states that definitions of the terms “road train” and “road train area” 
are to be determined by states and territories in their own laws so these, too, are agreed variations. 

It is worth noting, however, that many of the 87 agreed variations simply accommodate the different 
procedures and institutions that states and territories use to administer what are essentially the same 
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rules. For example, some of these variations permit each state and territory to name its own police, 
ambulance and fire service members as emergency workers. 

5.2.2 Different rules due to state or territory variations 

There are also instances where a state or territory will make a rule that varies from a national rule but 

which is not an agreed rule difference like those discussed above. One such instance is the Victorian 

road rule that permits vehicles to perform a U-turn from the right-hand lane in an intersection with 

traffic lights unless a roadside sign forbids this manoeuvre. Thus in the New South Wales town of 

Albury these manoeuvres are prohibited (see Figure 7) while in the Victorian town of Wodonga, four 

kilometres away, they are permitted (see Figure 8). 

Another example of such a variation is applied by Western Australia to Australian Road Rule 132. 

This rule prohibits a road user from crossing two continuous parallel dividing lines, whether to 

overtake, turn right or make a U-turn, unless it is absolutely necessary to do so to avoid an 

obstruction. However, the Western Australia Road Traffic Code, Regulation 116 permits a road user 

to cross these lines to make a right turn or a U turn, “where permissible.” This variation arguably 

creates increased risk, for example, when drivers licensed in Western Australia attempt such 

manoeuvres in other parts of Australia. 

Figure 7: U-turns are not permitted: an intersection with traffic lights in Albury, New South Wales  
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Figure 8: U-turns are permitted: an intersection with traffic lights in Wodonga, Victoria 

 

 

5.2.3 Implementation of new or updated rules at different times 

The last type of rule difference arises when states and territories implement new or updated rules at 

different times. Table 5 shows the implementation times for updated national road rules by states and 

territories. The average time for states and territories to implement the road rules updates is around 

18 months. However, states and territories can implement the updates more quickly or indeed slowly, 

if they decide to do so. An example of a quickly introduced rule update is the third rule update 

package, which introduced the default 50 km/h local speed limit rule. This update was implemented in 

four states even before transport ministers approved this change to the Australian Road Rules. The 

longest time to implement updated rules is six years. 
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Table 5: Implementation times for updated Australian Road Rules by states and territories as of May 2013 

Proposal 
Approval by 
Transport 
Ministers 

Shortest 
implementation 
time by state or 

territory 

Average 
implementation 

time 

Longest 
implementation 
time by state or 

territory 

Original 
Australian Road 
Rules  

January 1999 9 mths15 1 yr 1 yr 9 mths 

1st update June 1999 3 mths 7 mths 1 yr 9 mths 

2nd update October 1999 3 mths 6 mths 1 yr 9 mths 

3rd update September 2003 Immediatelya 1 yr 3 mths 4 yrs 9 mths 

4th update June 2003 6 mths 2 yrs 4 mths 6 yrs 

5th update June 2006 2 yrs 2 yrs 8 mths 3 yrs 

6th update May 2007 3 mths 2 yrs 2 mths 5 yrs 6 mths 

7th update January 2008 3 mths 1 yr 1 mth 4 yrs 6 mths 

8th update November 2009 3 mths 1 yr 2 mths 3 yrs 

9th update December 2011 6 mths 9 mthsb 1 yr 6 mthsb
 

a. The default 50km/h local speed limit had already been at least partially implemented by most states and territories 

prior to its inclusion in the Australian Road Rules. 

b. Six states and territories have not yet implemented these updates at the time of writing. 

 

After the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules were approved by transport ministers in January 1999, 

five state and territories (ACT, NSW, Qld, SA and Vic) implemented them by May 2000. Tasmania 

implemented the rules approximately two years after they were approved; Western Australia 

approximately three years after they were approved; and the Northern Territory implemented the rules 

in May 2003.  

In summary, the model law approach has produced generally good outcomes against the objective of 
national uniform rules. However, this approach has also led to the uneven implementation of rules 
because of: 

 specific rule variations by states and territories 

 different periods of time taken to introduce new or updated rules. 

5.3 The case for retaining a model law approach to implementing the rules 

There are five main arguments for retaining a model law approach to implementing the rules: 

 the model law approach works well and has produced good outcomes 

 the model law approach provides states and territories with flexibility 

 the model law approach allows states and territories to innovate 

 states and territories want to retain their right to control their laws 

 staying with the model law approach will be cheaper than changing to an applied law 
approach. 

 

These arguments were mainly put (in their submissions) by two state government agencies: the South 

Australian Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, and VicRoads. The Queensland 
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 1 December 1999 was the agreed starting date for the introduction of the Australian Road Rules. 
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Department of Transport and Main Roads supported retaining the model laws for the Australian Road 

Rules. 

5.3.1 The model law approach works well and has produced good outcomes 

Transport authorities argued in their submissions that the model law approach has worked well and 
has produced good outcomes: 

Model law adopted in substance by jurisdictions works well and, as documented in the [NTC‟s 
discussion paper], has resulted in a high degree of consistency, with most public perceptions 
of [rule] differences stemming from issues beyond the scope of the rules.  

VicRoads 

The majority of general traffic provisions are now consistent across all jurisdictions and this 
infers that the agreed objectives have been met to a large extent.  

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, South Australia 

These agencies also argue that while there are rule variations across Australia, these differences do 
not cause road users any significant problems:  

Most public perceptions of [rule] differences stem from issues beyond the scope of the rules.  
VicRoads 

 
With rare exceptions, where differences do occur they do not affect road user behavior. 

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, South Australia 

 

5.3.2 The model law approach provides states and territories with flexibility 

Transport authorities argue that they need a certain amount of flexibility in order to apply or modify 

national rules, and that model law is the best way to provide this flexibility. For example:  

In South Australia, there is a statutory four month delay in the commencement of regulations 
unless the responsible Minister certifies that the amendment must commence at an earlier 
time. Where amendments to the rules will have an immediate benefit to the community, action 
is taken to approve an accelerated implementation. 

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, South Australia 

There are numerous unavoidable delays that can occur. A state election for example … 
[together with differences in each state’s] political considerations and general transport policy.  

Department of Transport and Main Roads, Queensland 

The Department of Transport and Main Roads said that because the current approach allows states 

and territories to vary road rules, these varied rules have a flow-on impact on other rules. Therefore 

flexibility is needed to change other road rules: 

A good example is that Queensland allows general footpath cycling so why shouldn’t cyclists 
be able to ride across signalised pedestrian crossings? Any jurisdiction that does not allow 
general footpath cycling would not have a need for this further amendment.  

Department of Transport and Main Roads, Queensland 

VicRoads said there were a range of disadvantages for an applied law approach compared with the 

current model law approach, principally concerning flexibility:  

Reduced agility to respond to emergency amendments [and the] inability of a jurisdiction to 

respond to a local issue. 
 

VicRoads 
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Flexible implementation of new and updated rules means that states and territories do not have to 

wait for other states to implement the rules. This is particularly important for rule changes with safety 

outcomes: 

A common implementation date would be advantageous but this would mean that all 

jurisdictions would be constrained by the slowest state or territory in implementation of their 

amendments. Delayed implementation could adversely affect road safety initiatives. For 

example, some jurisdictions have still not fully implemented the child restraint initiatives 

[agreed at the start of 2008, at 27 January 2012]. 

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, South Australia 

A further advantage of model law is that states and territories do not have to spend money 
implementing rules which they judge will have little benefit. This is the rationale Victoria has for 
retaining its particular U-turn rule cited above. VicRoads points out that in order for it to make its 
U-turn rules consistent with the Australian Road Rules it would have to erect „U-turn permitted‟ signs 
at every intersection with traffic lights that currently allows this manoeuvre, across the entire state: 

The current estimated cost if Victoria was to change to the Australia Road Rule ‘sign 

permissive’ rule at signalised intersection is $2,555,000 plus on-going maintenance costs of 

$680,000 (to replace worn out signs) every 14 years. There is little expected safety or 

efficiency benefit to justify these costs.  

VicRoads 

A final argument for retaining the flexibility of model law is a lack of resources, particularly for the 
less-populated states and territories. A model law approach enables them to update the rules when it 
suits them. 

5.3.3 The model law approach allows states and territories to innovative 

State and territory road management agencies argue that they need to be able to trial and implement 
innovative new rules that can lead to better safety or efficiency outcomes. A model law approach, they 
reason, better preserves this capacity. 

Several important national road rules are the result of state and territory innovation. One example of 
such a rule is the 50 km/h default speed limit for urban and built-up areas. When the Australian Road 
Rules were first adopted in 1999, the national default speed limit in urban and built-up areas was set 
at 60 km/h. In 1997, New South Wales (NSW) initiated the trial application of 50 km/h limits in both 
urban and rural councils. Queensland introduced this limit in the south-eastern area of the state in 
March 1999. Victoria implemented a state-wide default limit of 50 km/h from January 2001. A two year 
trial commenced in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) from March 2001 and implementation of the 
50 km/h rule was completed soon after this in Tasmania and Western Australia. So, by the time the 
50 km/h default standard was adopted for the Australian Road Rules, in the second half of 2003, only 
the ACT, the Northern Territory, South Australia and NSW had not already implemented it (on a state-
wide basis) through their state road rules.

16
 

Another example of road rule innovation conducted by states is the introduction of bicycle storage 
„boxes‟ or areas on road surfaces. These painted areas located near the front of signalled 
intersections enable cyclists to get to the front of traffic so that they can more quickly get clear of the 
intersection and be clearly visible to motorists. Victoria and WA had already been using bicycle boxes 
on their roads for some time; a trial use of the boxes began in Melbourne‟s St. Kilda Road in 1998. 
The Australian Road Rules governing the use of bicycle storage areas were introduced as part of the 
sixth amendment package of the rules in 2007. 

                                                      
16 For a discussion on the implementation of 50 km/h built-up area default speed limits see 50 km/h Default Built-
up Area Speed Limit for the Australian Road Rules Regulatory Impact Statement at 

www.ntc.gov.au/DocView.aspx?DocumentId=948. 

http://www.ntc.gov.au/DocView.aspx?DocumentId=948
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5.3.4 States and territories want to retain the right to control their laws 

Land transport laws are state and territory laws. While there are national processes to help achieve 
consistent and uniform land transport laws, state and territory governments want to retain their right to 
control their laws. 

Jurisdictions will always want to reserve the right to adjust their own legislation to fit local 
needs. 

Department of Transport and Main Roads, Queensland 

South Australia, in particular, argued that an applied law approach will reduce their control of their 
laws: 

Ultimately [an applied law approach] means that one parliament can pass binding legislation 
for individual jurisdictions without the input or scrutiny of the parliament of each State or 
Territory.  

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, South Australia 

5.3.5 Staying with the model law approach will be cheaper than changing to an applied law 
approach 

A final argument for keeping the current model law approach is that it will not generate additional 
costs for states and territories. Moving to an applied law approach, states argue, will cost them more: 

The national Regulatory Impact Statement process used to progress ‘model’ and jurisdictional 
law already confers significant efficiencies. There would be little further to gain from national 
applied law.” 

VicRoads 

5.4 The case for changing to an applied law approach 

There are several strong arguments why an applied law approach should be used to implement 
national law: 

 model law has not achieved the desired outcomes (especially uniform national rules) 

 road users, following different rules, are exposed to additional safety risks, and incur 
unnecessary business costs 

 any differences in state rules will be clear and obvious (and much clearer and more obvious 
than is the case in a model law system) 

 the advantages of model law, such as flexibility and ability to trial innovative rules can be 
preserved 

 uniform national rules, which can more effectively be brought about with applied law, will 
chiefly benefit road users, and ministers have declared road users‟ needs a policy priority. 

Numerous organisations wrote to the NTC to express support for the idea of changing to an applied 
law approach to implement the rules, including the Australian Trucking Association, Australian 
Logistics Council, Amy Gillett Foundation, Cycling Australia, and the Cycling Promotion Fund.  

The Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads supported changing to an applied law 
approach for the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules. 
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5.4.1 The model law approach has not achieved the desired outcomes 

The model law approach has not achieved uniform laws, particularity for the road rules. The 
submissions from transport authorities acknowledge this: 

It was always intended that the rules would provide greater consistency between jurisdictions, 
particularly for inter-state travellers … [a] large number of variations … still apply either 
because jurisdictions have determined not to implement a change or as a result of the time-
lag in implementing changes. 

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, South Australia 

In many cases jurisdictions have dragged their heels on implementation of the [Australian 
Road Rules] amendment packages in a timely manner (including Queensland). 

Department of Transport and Main Roads, Queensland 

This problem is, if anything, even more pronounced in relation to the implementation of vehicle 
standards rules, as the Australian Automotive Aftermarket Association notes:  

The current system of differentiation between states is both confusing and inefficient. In-

service vehicle standards are regulated and modified on a state-by-state basis, causing 

confusion amongst both consumers and industry, most of who operate across state lines. 

Unnecessary time delays occur as states wait for and are hampered by the actions or 

inactions of others, and ultimately the safety of road users is jeopardised. Harmonisation of 

national standards has been something [Australian Automotive Aftermarket Association] and 

numerous other bodies have been working to achieve for more than a decade, yet to no avail. 

One of the greatest inefficiencies in and subsequent frustrations of the current system is the 

delay in implementation. Often, after an extensive period assessing, discussing, developing 

and reviewing changes to the vehicle standards a decision on a set of standards will be 

reached; and yet, due to deliberations between the states, actually seeing the regulations 

implemented can take a much longer period of time. 

Australian Automotive Aftermarket Association 

5.4.2 The benefits of new or updated laws are delayed because of slow and staggered 
implementation 

The model law approach has not ensured that the benefits of new or updated laws flow on to all 
Australian road users as quickly as possible. Too often even very important rule revisions are 
implemented years apart across the federation. This is why the South Australian Government 
acknowledges: 

A common implementation date would be advantageous … Delayed implementation [can] 

adversely affect road safety initiatives. For example, some jurisdictions have still not fully 

implemented the child restraint initiatives [agreed at the start of 2008, as at 27 January 2012]. 

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, South Australia 

Motoring associations agree and comment: 

Ideally, in future there would be agreed nationally uniform changes to the road rules that 
apply in all jurisdictions and are implemented at the same time, with no safety disadvantage 
due to delaying any state or territory with regard to implementation timeframes.  

Royal Automobile Club of Queensland 

The current model law approach to implementing rule updates, as VicRoads states, has also failed to 
provide “a process for progression of urgent amendments to reduce jurisdictional variation”. There is 
little reason to believe that the model law approach can produce significantly improved outcomes in 
this respect, as it has consistently led to widely varied implementation periods over 15 years. 
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5.4.3 Road users who travel and drive interstate are following different rules and are being 
exposed to additional safety risks 

As discussed in Section 5.2 above, the current model law approach produces numerous different 
rules in different states and territories. These rule variations have the potential to expose road users 
to additional risk when they travel outside their home state or, in the case of international visitors, as 
they travel across the country. Many respondents commented on the problems that different rules 
cause: 

We believe that having uniform rules and implementation times for rules/changes to rules 
would assist in helping to reduce motorist confusion and enhance motorist compliance with 
the road rules (which could also help to reduce crashes).  

Royal Automobile Club of Queensland 

Fundamentally, more consistent road rules and regulations will reduce the level of confusion 
currently experienced by road users.  

Royal Automobile Club of Victoria 

Nationally consistent road rules would have an added safety benefit, as Australian and 
overseas drivers who ‘drive away from home’ in their private or commercial vehicles would no 
longer be required to navigate different state-based laws that can make cross-border driving 
confusing, and in effect, more dangerous.  

Australian Logistics Council 

There is … an inconsistency of application [of rules] across different jurisdictions, resulting in 
confusion and reduced safety for visitors and people who have moved from interstate. 

 Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure and Transport 

It is unacceptable that we have variations in road rules across different states. If the rules all 
have the same desired … objectives, and strategy, then there should be no reason for any 
different rules. All that is achieved by inconsistency is the introduction of risk into a system 
that is already inherently risky. Introducing risk without any gain would not be acceptable in 
any other arena, so why road safety?  

K. Sagaert 

There are also some significant departures from the model [Australian Road Rules] by some 
jurisdictions such as the Victorian U-turn at traffic lights that are likely to cause road safety 
implications for persons driving interstate.  

Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads 

Today, many Victorians visiting Queensland may be making U-turns at traffic lights as they are 
permitted to do in Victoria. However, this is illegal in Queensland and will expose drivers performing 
this manoeuvre to additional safety risks and penalties. 

5.4.4 Any differences in the rules will be clear and obvious in an applied law system 

As the above example demonstrates, in the current model law approach it is difficult to know what 
different rules apply in different states and territories. Two respondents discussed this problem: 

Currently to be certain of legal and illegal practices, road users need to consult regulations in 
each jurisdiction they are travelling in. This is not practical, and it is unreasonable to expect 
road users to know the road authority for jurisdictions other than their own.  

Royal Automobile Club of Victoria 

RACQ receives numerous road rules enquires each year from members who wish to travel 
interstate from/to Queensland. It can become confusing for members and RACQ staff 
advising members when states have variations in rules and/or implement rules at different 
time.  

Royal Automobile Club of Queensland 
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An applied law approach will make any rule differences explicit, because any variations to the national 
rules need to be included in the legislation or regulation of the state or territory that is making that 
variation. So in an applied law system, any rule differences are transparent and obvious to the 
Australian public and overseas visitors. 

5.5 Discussion 

The NTC has used the following assessment criteria to assess the model law and applied law options: 

 uniform rules – this is a fundamental objective of the rules 

 maximising road safety – this is a national policy objective set by transport ministers (see 
Figure 4) 

 costs and benefits – national reforms require an assessment of the costs and benefits.
17

 

The NTC emphasises that the option to change to an applied law approach is only a law reform. The 
states and territories will continue to administer the road rules and the vehicle standards rules, and 
the NTC is not recommending that a national regulator be created to administer these laws. 

5.5.1 Uniform national rules 

One of the most important objectives of the Australian Road and Vehicle Standards Rules is to create 
uniform national rules. As discussed above, the current model law approach does not produce 
uniform rules but mostly consistent rules.  

An applied law approach can produce uniform laws. For example, the main objective of the national 
reforms for heavy vehicles and rail safety was to produce nationally uniform laws, and transport 
ministers decided that an applied law approach was the best method to achieve this. This decision 
mirrored the original decisions of transport ministers in the late 1990s to implement the Australian 
Road Rules and the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules with applied law. 

5.5.2 Maximising road safety 

Australia‟s transport ministers have agreed to a general policy objective to provide a safe transport 
system that meets Australia‟s mobility, social and economic objectives with maximum safety for its 
users.

18
 A system with national rule differences produces increased risk for road users compared with 

a system of uniform national rules. The current model law approach is therefore failing to eliminate a 
known systemic risk, detracting from the safety of road users and not fully advancing the safety 
objectives of transport ministers. 

An important question to ask in this context is: how much additional risk and how many more crashes 
is the current approach producing? The NTC was unable to find any research quantifying this 
additional risk. Nonetheless, this risk is reasonably regarded as being created and aggravated by the 
maintenance of inconsistent rules. The NTC argues that this risk can be reduced by using an applied 
law approach to produce uniform laws and eliminate unnecessary rule differences. 

To illustrate this problem, Figure 9 describes the main type of errors that people make in using the 
roads. Mistakes are a principal form of error and can be classified either as rule-based or knowledge-
based mistakes. The problem with having different rules across Australia is that it builds systemic, 
knowledge-based mistakes into the use of the road network; road users are required to use different 
rules, i.e. to absorb different knowledge to guide their actions, and this creates increased risk. This 
systemic flaw is inconsistent with the safe systems approach to road safety that has been adopted 
across Australia. 

                                                      
17

 See Commonwealth Department of Finance and Deregulation, Best Practice Regulation: A Guide for 

Ministerial Councils and National Standard Setting Bodies at www.finance.gov.au/obpr/proposal/coag-

guidance.html. 
18

 Australian Transport Council, Communiqué, 2 May 2008, 

www.atcouncil.gov.au/communique/20080502.aspx#attachment. 

http://www.finance.gov.au/obpr/proposal/coag-guidance.html
http://www.finance.gov.au/obpr/proposal/coag-guidance.html
http://www.atcouncil.gov.au/communique/20080502.aspx#attachment
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Figure 9: Summary of the principal error types 

 

Source: J. Reason, Managing the Risks of Organisational Accidents (Ashgate1997) 

The contribution a change to an applied law system in the Australian Road Rules can make to reduce 
the incidence of these knowledge-based mistakes is depicted in Figure 10 below. The diagram 
illustrates a scenario where a driver licensed in Western Australia is driving interstate (as described in 
section 5.2.2.). 
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Figure 10: Road user knowledge in model and applied law systems 
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5.5.3 Other benefits 

There are other benefits of an applied law approach: 

 any rule differences will be explicit 

 the flexibility that is needed by states and territories can be designed into an applied law 
system 

 state and territory government control of their own laws will not be compromised 

 states and territories remain free to trial innovative rules in their own jurisdictions 

 opportunity for joint national communications by the states and territories 

 opportunity to create a national learner driver manual or at least include the same information 
about the road rules in each state and territory manual. 

In the current model law system, road users need to look up the regulations in each state and territory 
to find any differences. In an applied law system, any differences between states and territories will be 
made obvious in the applying laws. As an applied law approach will produce uniform rules, any 
variations, such as new trial rules, will be made explicit. This, in turn, can underpin the development of 
other national road safety initiatives such as a national learner driver manual. At the moment, most (if 
not all) learner driver manuals only provide the relevant rules for the state or territory in which they are 
issued.  

For example, the Victorian learner driver manual, The Road to Solo Driving, does not advise learner 
drivers that Victoria is the only state in Australia that permits drivers to perform U-turns at traffic lights 
unless a sign specifically indicates that such a manoeuvre is illegal. Drivers with Victorian licenses are 
likely to perform such manoeuvres when driving interstate without realising it is illegal. Similarly, 
Western Australia‟s handbook for road users, Drive Safe, does not advise drivers that it is the only 
jurisdiction to allow U-turns across double lines. 

States have argued that they need some flexibility for trialling innovative rules. This flexibility can be 
designed into an applied law approach. For example, if a state needs to trial a new road rule, then this 
new rule can be put into their applying Act. The advantage to road users is that this new rule will be 
made explicit.  

A nationally consistent set of road rules and vehicle standards rules that introduces new and updated 
rules at the same time also creates opportunity to develop and co-finance joint national 
communications. The Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads acknowledge that there 
are considerable savings that can be made from joint communications: 

The biggest cost to introducing legislative change is usually communicating information to the 
driving public. It is likely that if jurisdictions are bringing in the same changes at the same time 
then savings can be made in the development of campaigns and communication information. 
Collaboration between jurisdictions for these tasks could well provide savings across the board. 

Department of Transport and Main Roads, Queensland 

Such national communications could also theoretically be used in the current model law system. A 
current example of national joint communications supported by transport authorities is the website 
How Safe Is Your Car?

19
  This website is maintained the Transport Accident Commission in Victoria 

but publicises research that is funded by state transport authorities in Victoria, Queensland, New 
South Wales, Western Australia and South Australia; by the federal governments of Australia and 
New Zealand; and by various Australian and New Zealand automobile clubs. However, joint national 
communications is made more difficult in a model law system because of the number of rule 
variations and the different times in which new and updated rules are introduced. 
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 See www.howsafeisyourcar.com.au. 

http://www.howsafeisyourcar.com.au/
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5.5.4 Assessing the costs and benefits of both options 

In determining the general relative merits of each approach to implementing national law, it is 
imperative to assess their particular costs and benefits. The NTC will use the consultation period for 
this draft evaluation report to gather more information about the costs and benefits of (a) keeping the 
model law approach; and (b) changing to an applied law approach. To help stimulate discussion 
about these costs and benefits, the NTC has made an initial attempt at describing them. Where 
possible, these costs and benefits have been quantified, and the assumptions made to calculate 
monetary figures have been made clear. 

The NTC was unable to find any research about the additional risk and number of crashes that might 
result from maintaining a model law system with numerous different rules. The NTC has assumed that 
the current model law approach results in a number of serious crash each year, varying from one to 
12 serious crashes per year.

20
 To put these numbers into perspective, in 2008-09, there were 34,114 

people seriously injured in road crashes, and the upper range value of 12 serious crashes per year is 
0.035% of this annual figure.

21
 

According to the Commonwealth Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics, the 
cost of one such injury is about $305,000. Therefore, the crash cost of the current model law system 
over 20 years would nominally be from $6 to $72 million (or in present value terms, $3.2 to $38.8 
million – see Appendix D for an explanation of these calculations). 

The NTC further assumes that the sum of government costs for implementing an applied law 
approach is approximately $3 million.

22
 This includes developing the applied law and the national 

penalties, and implementing the law in state and territory parliaments. 

Governments would also incur additional administrative costs, such as changing computer systems 
and documents. The NTC has assumed that these costs are approximately $8 million for all eight 
states and territories, and that these computer system changes would be scheduled during periods 
when those systems were due for updating, to help keep these costs down.

23
 The NTC will consult 

with the states and territories to obtain more information about these likely costs. 

There would be other costs for states and territories in using an applied law approach, for example, in 
replacing signs. However, these costs depend on the final, settled applied law. These costs are 
identified but not quantified. 

The NTC further assumes that an applied law approach would generate some savings for 
governments, including, for example, the creation of national joint communications for new and 
updated rules, which would produce savings of approximately $2 million over 10 years. 

In summary, the quantified costs and benefits for the applied law approach are: 

 government costs (nominal) = 8 + 3 = $11 million (over 3 years) 

 lower range benefits (nominal) = 6 + 2 = $8 million (over 20 years) 

 upper range benefits (nominal) = 72 + 2 = $74 million (over 20 years). 

In net present value terms, the benefits range from -$5.9 million to $29.7 million. This assumes that 
even if the total cost (NPV) of this reform over a 20-year period was -$5.9 million, the expenditure 
would still benefit the 20+ Australians who did not experience a serious crash because of inconsistent 
road rules during this time. 

Table 6 provides a summary of the costs and benefits of the two options. The NTC is seeking further 
information from the consultation period about these assumptions and the costs and benefits. The 
NTC would like information from the states and territories about the likely costs they would incur by 
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 This is a NTC estimate in the absence of any research data. The NTC also consulted with safety researchers 

about this assumption. 
21

 AIHW: Henley G and Harrison JE 2012. Serious injury due to land transport, Australia 2008–09. Injury 

research and statistics series no. 67. Cat. no. INJCAT 143. Canberra: AIHW. 
22

 This is a NTC estimate based on the costs from implementing the national rail safety law. 
23

 This is a NTC estimate and these changes are $1 million each for the eight states and territories. 
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changing to an applied law approach. In addition, the NTC is seeking research about the additional 
road safety risk and the number of crashes from the current model law approach. 

Table 6: Summary of the costs and benefits of the two options over 20 years 

 Stay with the current 
model law approach 

Change to an applied law approach 

Costs No change in costs to 
governments. 

This approach creates 
additional risk for users. 
Assumed this additional 
risk results crash costs of 
between $6 million and $72 
million (nominal) over 20 
years. 

Costs to government to change to an applied law 
approach assumed to be around $3 million for 
implementing the applied law into parliaments 
and $8 million for updating computer systems 
and documents. 

Benefits No additional costs for 
governments. 

Reduced risk. Assumed to save between $6 
million and $72 million (nominal) over 20 years. 

National joint communications for new and 
updated rules. Assumed to save $2 million over 
10 years. 

Creates opportunities for a national novice and 
learner driver manual that produces additional 
unquantified savings to governments. 

 

5.6 Conclusion 

The NTC contends that applied law is a superior approach to achieve uniform rules and thereby 
improve road safety. However, more information about the costs and benefits of implementing an 
applied law approach is needed to show that the benefits exceed the costs. Therefore, the NTC‟s 
draft recommendation is that an applied law approach to implementing the Australian Road Rules and 
Vehicle Standards Rules be adopted, if the benefits exceed the costs. The NTC is seeking further 
information from stakeholders about the costs and benefits of implementing an applied law approach. 

It should be noted that transport ministers previously endorsed an applied law approach for the 
Australian Vehicle Standards Rules and the Australian Road Rules. 

 

Draft recommendation 4 

That Australia implements an applied law approach for the Australian Road Rules if the benefits are 
greater than the costs. 

Draft recommendation 5 

That Australia implements an applied law approach for the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules for 
light vehicles if the benefits are greater than the costs. 

The NTC also has specific questions regarding the draft recommendation to implement the rules with 
applied law: 
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1. Do you support the recommendations? 

2. For the states and territories, what are the costs for changing to an applied law approach? 
Can these costs be minimised if they are aligned with planned changes to operational 
systems (e.g. computer system upgrades)? 

3. Is there any data available about the number of crashes caused by the rule differences 
created by the current model law system? 

 

5.7 Implementation planning for these draft recommendations 

The NTC is required to develop implementation plans for national reforms. This section outlines the 
process the NTC follows and some of the key tasks in implementing an applied law approach for the 
Australian Road and the Vehicle Standards Rules.  

As discussed above, the NTC has identified two options (keep the model law approach or change to 
an applied law approach) and is seeking more information about the costs and benefits of changing to 
an applied law approach. After the consultation period for this draft evaluation report closes, the NTC 
will consider the submissions in developing the final recommendations to transport ministers. The 
consultation period and submissions may provide further information that means the final 
recommendations change from the draft recommendations presented above. However, the NTC has 
discussed planning implementation for an applied law approach to provide some details about the 
tasks that need to be undertaken if this option was chosen. 

The NTC follows a two-stage sign-off process for national regulatory reforms.
24

 Stage one comprises 
in-principle agreement to a draft reform plus agreement on the desired outcomes of that reform and 
metrics to measure those outcomes. The NTC will develop the draft reform for in-principle 
endorsement from transport ministers as the next step after the consultation phase for this draft 
evaluation report. Stage two comprises approval of a national implementation plan (made up of 
individual state and territory plans) and any modifications required to the original proposal as a result 
of the national implementation plan. Stage two would be signed off before implementation 
commences.  

Table 7 shows five main work streams for the option of implementing the rules as applied law and the 
responsibility for undertaking this work. Detailed implementation plans would need to be developed by 
the eight states and territories and the NTC for each of the tasks that they would be responsible for. 
These individual implementation plans would be presented to ministers for approval as a unified 
national implementation plan. 

In the development of the national implementation plan, consideration of the timing of implementation 
would be important, particularly to help keep costs down. For example, the timing of changes of 
computer system for any rule changes should be scheduled at a time when a state or territory road 
authority‟s computer system was already going to be updated for another reason. The NTC 
anticipates then that the implementation of an applied law approach might be staged over a period of 
time. The details of this timing will be developed in the implementation plans. 

A key task in implementing national applied law would be establishing uniform national penalties for 
rule breaches. The NTC notes that similar work was required (and successfully completed) for the 
national heavy vehicle law. 

For the national reforms for heavy vehicle and rail safety laws, separate project boards were 
established. These reforms were more complicated than the reform proposed in this report because 
new national regulators had to be established to administer the national laws. The proposal to change 
to an applied law approach for the Australian Road and the Vehicle Standards Rules is much simpler 

                                                      
24

 Ministers agreed to this process from a recommendation in the NTC review 2009. See National 
Transport Commission Review 2009 Australian Transport Council’s Response and Recommendations 
to the Council of Australian Governments at www.atcouncil.gov.au/documents/. 

http://www.atcouncil.gov.au/documents/
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and the NTC therefore proposes that existing TIOSC and SCOTI processes be used to implement the 
reform. 

 

Table 7: Tasks and responsibility for implementing applied laws for the rules 

Work stream 
number 

Tasks Responsibility 

1 Settling the Australian Road Rules and the 
Australian Vehicle Standards Rules. This 
includes finalising national penalties. 

NTC 

2 The host state or territory introducing the 
laws into their parliament. 

The host state or territory. This will 
need to be decided. 

3 The other seven states and territories 
introducing their applied laws into their 
parliaments. 

The seven states and territories 

4 The states and territories changing 
documents and computer systems to 
implement the national rules. 

The eight states and territories 

5 States and territories establishing joint 
communications for the national rules. 

The eight states and territories 

 

For the applied laws for the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules it may be appropriate to use the 
national laws for heavy vehicles as the implementation mechanism. In this case, the host state would 
be Queensland. This would help minimise the costs of implementing the reform. The heavy vehicle 
laws would need to be amended to make it clear that the Vehicle Standards Rules for light vehicle 
would be administered by the states and territories and not by the heavy vehicle regulator. 
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6. Process for new and updated rules 

In the review discussion paper, the NTC asked whether the current processes for developing new and 
updated rules – leaving aside their method of introduction – is adequate or could be improved. 

The current processes follow a procedure approved by transport ministers (see Figure 11). This 
process includes an advisory group with government officers from the Commonwealth and state and 
territory governments, and opportunity for public consultation. 
 
Figure 11: Update process for the rules 

 
 
The activities in each of these steps are outlined below. 
 
Preparation of draft update proposal 
1. A log of issues, collected between update processes, is reviewed. 
2. The advisory group (comprising representatives from each government) submits proposals. 
3. The NTC officers prepare the draft proposal. 
4. If necessary, the impacts of the proposal are developed by specialised consultants (e.g. safety 
experts). 
5. The Office of Best Practice Regulation approves the adequacy of the analysis in the draft update 
proposal. 
 
Draft update proposal for updating the rules 
1. The draft proposal is released for public comment, typically for 4–6weeks. 
2. The NTC consults with key stakeholders. 
3. The NTC receives submissions, which are published on the NTC website. 
 
Finalise the update proposal: 
1. The NTC considers all submissions when developing the updated proposal. 
2. The Office of Best Practice Regulation approves the adequacy of the analysis in the final update 
proposal. 
3. The NTC sends the final update proposal to chief executive officers of transport agencies for 
comment. The NTC considers all comments when preparing the proposal for the transport ministers. 
4. The NTC sends the final proposal to transport ministers for them to vote on. 
5. If approved by the transport ministers, state and territories begin the process for implementing the 
updates into law. 
6. The NTC communicates the voting result of transport ministers. The final proposal is available on 
the NTC website. 
 

The submissions provided a range of views about how the current processes can be improved.  

The Australian Road Rules [development] process is cumbersome and time consuming. New 
technologies are always a dozen steps ahead of the rules. 

Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads  

There is a need for resources to be provided to both the [maintenance groups] to refer 
matters for in-depth research where the issue has not been raised by one jurisdiction but 
arises from ongoing deliberations.  

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, South Australia 
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The current process of updating an implementing national road rules by the NTC is a long 
process taking around 12–14 months for ministerial approval, and the operation of the Road 
Rules Maintenance Group is not transparent.  

Royal Automobile Club of Victoria 

VicRoads have stated that the [Australian Road Rules Maintenance Group] process could be 
improved through:  

 a more stringent requirement for documenting supportive evidence for new issues 
when changes are proposed by jurisdictions and stakeholders 

 consolidated record keeping of all new issues/proposal raised, meeting and outcomes 

 keeping records of all proposals, including those rejected, with documentation of 
reasons why they are not agreed 

 transparency by having outcomes available for viewing by stakeholders and the 
public 

 improved [Australian Road Rules Maintenance Group] co-ordination for meeting 
dates, more streamlined process for national drafting and more timely progressing of 
amendments 

 a process for progression of urgent amendments to reduce jurisdictional variations 

 a process to enable variations from the rules for the purpose of innovation and trials 
and flexibility to address future issues.  

Nevertheless, the current process was judged not to be entirely without merit: 

The broad representation on the [Australian Road Rules Maintenance Group] and stakeholder 
and public consultation during the Regulatory Impact Statement process ensures due 
consideration of issues.  

VicRoads 

Having considered the range and content of the views expressed on this subject in the submissions, 
the NTC proposes changes to the current processes. First, the NTC will improve consultation and 
engagement with interested individuals and organisations when it develops new or updated rule 
proposals. For example, the NTC will announce and call for potential rule changes from the 
community and consider these submissions in developing new or updated rules. Second, the NTC will 
improve its planning processes by publicly issuing its future maintenance work program as part of the 
NTC‟s strategic planning process. Under this approach, priority research issues can be identified and 
the research planned. The NTC has in the past undertaken research that has had a significant effect 
on road safety. For example, the default 50 km/h speed limits in built-up areas and child restraint 
standards changes were underpinned by research commissioned by the NTC. These improved 
processes can also help in ensuring that research of priority issues are planned and undertaken 
across the transport sector that includes transport authorities, agencies and research organisations. 

These two changes should help to make the rule-making process more open, transparent and 
planned. 

Draft recommendation 6 

The NTC to improve its consultation and engagement processes for updating the rules. 

Draft recommendation 7 

The NTC to improve planning processes for updating the rules. 
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7. Performance-based, prescriptive or advisory 
rules 

In the discussion paper the NTC asked whether the Australian Road and Vehicle Standards Rules 
should be performance-based, prescriptive or advisory, or some combination of these. 

A performance-based standard sets out the outcome sought. For example: 

 a driver must not drive a vehicle unless the driver has proper control of the vehicle (Australian 
Road Rule 297) 

 the vehicle must not emit visible emissions for a continuous period of at least 10 seconds 
(Australian Vehicle Standard Rule 147). 

 
Prescriptive rules state or describe what must be done in relatively precise terms. For example: 

 a driver must not drive at a speed over the speed limit (Australian Road Rule 20) 

 a motor vehicle must be fitted with at least one horn or other device that can give sufficient 
audible warning to other road users of the approach or position of the vehicle (Australian 
Vehicle Standard Rule 34). 

Advisory information is also provided through education and information as discussed in section 1.4. 
For example, by advisory signs: 

    

 

The rules currently work by using a performance-based rule to describe desired behaviour and 
prescriptive rules to provide more clarity about specific sought behaviour. An example of this is 
provided in Figure 12. 

Figure 12: The rules for control of the vehicle and some technologies 
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Prescriptive rules are obviously easier to enforce, as they are descriptive and specific. The typical 
penalty for not complying with a prescriptive rule is a traffic infringement notice, more commonly 
known as a ticket. As performance-based rules focus on desired outcomes, they are often enforced 
not with a ticket but through legal proceedings before a court. As traffic-related offences are the most 
common breaches of the law committed by the general public, governments need always to consider 
how best to use their enforcement resources. If the rules were mostly performance-based this would 
mean that the courts would soon be overloaded with traffic related offences. Therefore, prescriptive 
rules that can be enforced with a traffic infringement notice are the method governments prefer to use 
to address common traffic offences. 

The NTC also reviewed the approach some international jurisdictions use to enforce their road rules. 
Their approach is generally similar to Australia‟s, using a mix of performance-based, prescriptive and 
advisory rules. 

This approach of using a mix of performance-based, prescriptive and advisory rules is also commonly 
used in other areas of regulation. For example, in occupational health and safety law, there are 
performance-based rules (e.g. general duties), prescriptive rules (e.g. dangerous goods code) and 
advisory rules (e.g. guidance material). 

The following submissions commented on whether the rules should be performance-based or 
prescriptive: 

Performance based or advisory rules are not appropriate for the majority of road rules. The 
rules need to be prescriptive so that road users are clear about what they need to do, and to 
allow traffic infringement notices to be issued for breaches. This helps to increase compliance 
and to deter drivers from offending.  

VicRoads 

A prescriptive approach provides greater certainty as to what is required both for the road 
user and those involved in enforcement.  

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, South Australia 

Prescriptive rules are often easier to enforce and enforcement is important in relation to 
achieving orderly, efficient and safe behaviour. RACQ believes that there needs to be a mix of 
telling people what is acceptable (performance-based) and what is not acceptable 
(prescriptive) and that where rules are performance-based, examples may help to make 
enforcement more straight-forward.  

Royal Automobile Club of Queensland 

It is feasible to move to a performance-based rule approach but this will take time.  
City of Sydney 

The idea that road rules and vehicle standards can be changed from a prescriptive rule 
approach to a more performance-based rule approach is nonsensical where road users rely 
upon consistent decision making by other road users for their respective safety.  

Australian Trucking Association 

The NTC concludes there is no evidence that making the Australian road and vehicle standard rules 
more performance-based or advisory will improve road safety. 
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8. Next steps 

This review aims to make policy recommendations to transport ministers that will improve the 
objectives of the Australian Road Rules and the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules, as part of the 
NTC‟s reform monitoring and evaluation process. The recommendations are intended to be strategic, 
considering such matters as changing the way the states and territories implement the Australian 
Road Rules in their road traffic laws. 

The NTC is now seeking submissions on this draft evaluation report and welcomes public and 
stakeholder comment. Interested respondents are requested to submit their comments on the report 
by Monday 2 September 2013. 

After responses to the report have been received, the NTC will submit a final evaluation report to the 
Standing Council on Transport and Infrastructure for their consideration in November 2013. 

In responding to this report, you are invited to consider the draft recommendations listed below. The 
NTC would particularly like to hear whether you agree with these draft recommendations and, if not, 
how they might be improved. 

Draft Recommendation 1 

The Transport and Infrastructure Senior Officials Committee should consider and implement 
processes and procedures designed to achieve more coordinated „whole of government‟ decisions for 
transport. 

Draft Recommendation 2 

That the Australian Road Rules and the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules include the (former) 
Australian Transport Council‟s national vision, policy objectives and principles. 

Draft recommendation 3 

Update the objectives of the Australian Road Rules to: 

o introduce uniform rules throughout Australia for all road users 

o specify behaviour that supports the safe and efficient use of the road system. 

Draft recommendation 4 

That Australia implements an applied law approach for the Australian Road Rules if the benefits are 
greater than the costs. 

Draft recommendation 5 

That Australia implements an applied law approach for the Australian Vehicle Standards Rules for 
light vehicles if the benefits are greater than the costs. 

Draft recommendation 6 

The NTC to improve its consultation and engagement processes for updating the rules. 

Draft recommendation 7 

The NTC to improve planning processes for updating the rules. 
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The NTC also has specific questions regarding draft recommendations 4 and 5 to implement the rules 
with applied law: 

1. Do you support the recommendations? 

2. For the states and territories, what are the costs for changing to an applied law approach? 
Can these costs be minimised if they are aligned with planned changes to operational 
systems (e.g. computer system upgrades)? 

3. Is there any data available about the number of crashes caused by the rule differences 
created by the current model law system? 
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Appendix A Submissions received 
Individuals and organisations that made a submission in response to the discussion paper are 
listed below. Full submissions are available on the NTC website at www.ntc.gov.au. 

Abbott, S 
Adelaide Bicycle User Group 
Ahern, B 
Amy Gillett Foundation, Cycling Australia and Cycling Promotion Fund 
Andrew 
Australasian Railway Association, Inc. 
Australian Automotive Aftermarket Association, Ltd. 
Australian Logistics Council 
Australian Trucking Association 
Baker, J 
Betts, B 
Blunden, J 
Boroondara Bicycle Users Group 
Brake, A 
Brisbane Central Business District Bicycle User Group 
Callan, S 
Canberra Pedestrian Forum 
Carr, B 
Cichocki, W 
City of Sydney 
Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure and Transport (Major Cities Unit) 
Confidential submission 1 
Confidential submission 2 
Connors, T 
Council of Heritage Motor Clubs NSW, Inc. 
Crofts, K 
Cummings, I 
CycleSafe, Armidale 
Digby, A 
Dodd, M 
Endicott, D 
Environment Protection Authority Victoria 
French, P 
Gardiner, D 
Garrard, J 
Geliot, M 
Gillett, D 
Goble, R 
Grace, G 
Graham, D 
Harder, K 
Herve 
Humble, S 
Irwin, D 
Jessup, P 
Leichhardt Bicycle Users Group 
MacLean, C 
Mueller, K 
Murphy, P 
NRMA 
O‟Brien, A 
Parker, A 
Pasfield, C 
Pedestrian Council of Australia 
People for Ecologically Sustainable Transport 
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Pitt, R 
Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads 
Queensland Historical Motoring Council 
Recreational Vehicle Manufacturers Association of Australia 
Rodger and Eliza 
Royal Automobile Club of Queensland 
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria 
Russell, D 
Ryan-Bowley, E 
Sagaert, K 
Scott, M 
South Australia Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure 
Stratton-Smith, E 
Sunter, V 
Teow, P 
Thomas, N 
Todd, A 
Turner, L 
van Lieshout, R 
VicRoads 
Victorian Motorcycle Council 
Warild, A 
Woodall, D 
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Appendix B Australian Road Rules with five or 
more submissions calling for change 

Rule 25 (2) – The default speed limit applying to a driver for a length of road in a built-up area 
(50 km/h). 

Rule 81 (2) – Giving way at a pedestrian crossing: a driver must give way to any pedestrian on a 
pedestrian crossing. 

Rule 141 (2) – No overtaking etc. to the left of a vehicle - The rider of a bicycle must not ride past, or 
overtake, to the left of a vehicle that is turning left and is giving a left change of direction signal. 

Rule 144 – Keeping a safe distance when overtaking. 

Rule 247 – Riding in a bicycle lane on a road. 

Rule 250 – Riding on a footpath or shared path 

Rule 256 – Bicycle helmets 
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Appendix C Submissions calling for change that 
are out-of-scope for this review 

Suggested reform Comment 

Strict liability for motor vehicle drivers involved in a crash with a 
vulnerable road user (e.g. pedestrian or cyclist). 

These requirements for road 
users are typically contained in 
state and territory Road Safety 
Acts.  

Change bicycle infrastructure (e.g. enlarge size of cycling lanes on 
roads, relocate bicycle lanes on the inside of parked cars, and 
permit cyclists to travel both ways in one-way streets). 

Road managers (state or local 
government) are responsible 
for infrastructure provision. 

Improve public knowledge of road rules (e.g. ensure schools 
educate children on safe cycling). 

State and territory governments 
have the primary role.  

There are non-government 
agencies such as users groups 
that also improve public 
knowledge of road rules. 

More regularly test motorists‟ knowledge of the road rules.  Transport authorities make 
these decisions. 

Introduce congestion taxes. State and territory 
governments. 

Introduce incentives to promote fuel efficient heavy vehicles and 
combinations. 

These incentives could be 
government or industry-led. 

Mandate regular review of vehicle roadworthiness.  Transport authorities make 
these decisions. 

Change Australian Design Rules (e.g. mandate European 
pedestrian protection standards in new vehicles, tighten Australian 
Design Rules for motor homes). 

The Commonwealth 
Government is responsible for 
the Australian Design Rules. 
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Appendix D Calculation of the crash cost of the 
current model law system over 10 
and 20 years  

The NTC based the estimate of the current cost of a serious crash on information contained in 

Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Local 

Government (Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics) Research Report 118: 

Cost of road crashes in Australia, 2006. The Reserve Bank of Australia‟s inflation calculator 

(www.rba.gov.au/calculator/annualDecimal.html) was then used to revise 2006 dollars to 2012 dollars. 

To determine the net present value of these costs over 20 years the NTC examined all cash flows and 

discounted them at 7.00% (in accordance with Office of Best Practise Regulation recommendations). 

Calculation of the Net Present Value (NPV) allows for future costs and benefits to be compared in 

present dollars, aiding comparison of available options. NPV calculation requires assumptions to be 

made about the timing of the realisation of benefits and costs, and the discount rate. These 

assumptions may affect the outcomes of the analysis. While different discount rates can be justified, 

the NTC has taken a conservative approach. 

It was assumed that government costs will be incurred at the beginning of each period (e.g. the 

$3 million implementation cost is incurred immediately, not at the end of the first year) and that the 

cost of changing computer systems and documents will be spent over the first three years. 

It was also assumed that the benefits governments will accrue from this reform would be realised at 

the end of each period (e.g. the first „benefit‟ is gained at the end of the first period). It calculates crash 

cost reductions for a 20-year period. 

 

  

http://www.rba.gov.au/calculator/annualDecimal.html
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